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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Internet is perhaps the most rapidly developing communications
technology in history (Eighmey and McCord 1 998) . In January 1 995, there were
4.8 million people online. By January 1 996, the number had almost doubled to
9.5 million (Lotter 1 996) . Today, there are an estimated 1 1 0 million people
worldwide using the Internet (NUA 1 998). Most studies indicate that the primary
use by consumers of the Internet is exploration and entertainment (Pitkow and
Recker 1 994; Eighmey and McCord 1 998). However, consumers are not the
only people using this new technology. Many businesses are trying to take
advantage of this new commercial outlet. They are using the Internet for many
facets of business like product information , customer relations, marketing , and
advertising (Cross 1 994). Advertising is a growing area on the World Wide Web
(a part of the Internet), but most of the revenue is concentrated on as few as ten
large commercial sites (Resnick 1 996). But what has caused such an interest in
the Internet over the past few years? One cause may be the increase of mass
media stories about the topic.
Many theories have focused on the fact that all mass med ia tend to cover
the same topics and , that once one reporter decides to cover a topic, he points
"the herd" in the same direction (Sabato 1 99 1 ; Crouse 1 973) . According to some

researchers, 1 995 was the year the Internet really took off with more hosts being
provided (see Appendix A) and more people going online (Gray 1 996; Lottor
1 996; Evenson 1 995; Zakon 1 998). Since the Internet began booming around
1 995, media reports on the Internet probably began surfacing more in 1 994
because the media's agenda reflecting in the public agenda has a lag-time of two
to six months (Stone and McComb 1 98 1 ) .
The purpose of this study is to provide some insight o n media coverage of
new communications technology over a four-year period by looking at one
newsmagazine to show what was covered.

Newsweek and Cybetscope

Newsweek magazine was established in 1 933 to "report the week's
developments on the newsfront of the world and the nation through news,
commentary and analysis" and has a total paid circulation of 3,276,457 (SRDS
1 998) . Cyberscope is a weekly column that appears in the first 1 0 to 1 5 pages of
the publication (see Appendix E) . The items written about vary from computers,
to Web sites, to various technological novelty items. It fi rst appeared on July 1 1 ,
1 994. When asked why Newsweek started a column like Cyberscope, Senior
Editor George Hackett ( 1 998) stated :
'We started Cyberscope for two reasons: we felt that the area of
digital technology ... was of increasing interest to our readers ... But we also
wanted a way to do short items about "cool stuff." Periscope is very
popular, so we thought a similar page about high tech would work. And it
has turned out to be a very popular section. The other reason: technology
advertising is a growth area right now, and the more technology a
magazine covers, the more technology advertising they are likely to
2

attract. . . The point is technology is one of the biggest stories of the
decade ...
We choose items by reviewing hundreds of e-mails, faxes, press
kits and prod ucts that are submitted to us. We try to pick things that we
feel our readers care about, and also to give a nice mix of subject matter
each week."
Cyberscope was analyzed because it is a continuous section totally
devoted to technology. There are other magazines that focus more on special
topics , like Wired and Byte. However, Newsweek is more likely to be objective
than these because it is a general newsmagazine and provides an "overview' of
news topics (SRDS 1 998). Since it began before the "Internet Boom" it can
provide insight to what information is discussed before and after the sharp rise in
Internet presence. The reputation of Newsweek legitimizes the material reported
in Cyberscope, therefore outlining an accurate portrayal of the Internet and
technology at a certain time.
Three periods were chosen to group the Cyberscope columns from July
1 1 , 1 994 to June 29, 1 998. The names Pre-diffusion, Diffusion and Postdiffusion were selected because of their relationship to 1 995 - the year the
Internet began to go rapidly (Gray 1 996, Lotter 1 996, Evenson 1 995). Each
period contained 48 Cyberscope columns, totaling 1 44 columns. The unit of
measurement for the analysis was the story within the Cyberscope column . The
total number of stories for the sample was 766.

3

Newsweek as a Credible Source

Baran and Davis ( 1 995) define source credibility as "in attitude change,
the question of the believability of a message source." In traditional mass med ia,
the media make certain claims about the accuracy of its information . At the
moment, the Internet has many postings that have not been checked for factual
information (December 1 996).
Previous research has show that the level of credibility is not always the
same among sources. The consumer is going to give more cred ibility to some
sources automatically because they are seen as "high prestige comm unicators"
(Walster et al . 1 966). Atwood ( 1 984) adds that the definition of the source level
under consideration provides a starting level of credibility. If the provider of the
original details is a bylined writer, news service, newspaper, or magazine the
consumer is familiar with, the source credibility is high. She also argues that
every agent in the news making process possesses its own specific degree of
credibility. Newsweek is a reputable publication , with a high source of credibility.

Hypotheses

Cyberscope was examined to gain an understanding of how issues on
new technology were reported in a major publication during the critical period
when the Internet and the World Wide Web had a substantial growth rate. Since
Cyberscope sta rted before 1 995, it is possible to see how graphic user
interfaces, like Netscape Navigator, impacted the coverage of Web pages in the

4

Newsweek section. Therefore, each sample period should reflect a distribution
of Web page stories.
Hypothesis 1 Stories about Web pages in the Cyberscope columns will
appear more in the Diffusion period than in the Pre-diffusion and the Post
diffusion periods.

Cyberscope reports on other forms of technology in addition to Web
pages. There should be a shift from reporting on older forms of technology, such
as e-mail, to newer forms of technology, such as downloads, in the th ree periods.
Hypothesis 2 Stories about E-maii/BBS in the Cyberscope columns will
appear more in the Pre-diffusion period than in the Diffusion and the Post
diffusion periods.
Hypothesis 3 Stories about Downloads in Cyberscope columns will
appear more in the Post-diffusion period than in the Pre-diffusion and
Diffusion periods.

Traditionally, whe n media cover science and technology, they typically
report more on first-level effects than second-level effects. First-level effects
focus on the efficiency a technology brings in productivity. Second-level effects
are ones that cause change in the social system. Second-level effects of new
technologies cause people to notice different things, have contact with different
people and depend on others differently. These effects emerge more slowly as
people adjust to behavior patterns (Sproull and Kiesler 1 991 ).
Overall, Cyberscope columns will focus more on first-level
reporting than.on second-level reporting.
Hypothesis 4

Second-level effects are not immediately seen and the impact of a new
technology on society is not know until several years after it has been
incorporated (March 1 987) .

5

Hypothesis 5

Cyberscope columns will cover more second-level
reporting in the Post-diffusion period than in the Pre-diffusion and
Diffusion periods.
Hypothesis 6

Cyberscope columns will cover more first-level reporting in
the Pre-Diffusion period than in the Diffusion and Post-diffusion periods.
Nelkin (1 987) states that the media usually report on the efficiency (firstlevel effect) of a new technology. People tend to exaggerate the impact of first
level effects and underestimate the impact of second-level effects (March 1 987).
There were some areas that wanted to be explored in first and second-level
reporting , but without placing them into hypotheses. Research questions were
the best means to address these interests.
Research Question 1

What is the distribution pattern within the
categories of first-level and second-level reporting through the three
periods?
Research Question 2

Which categories reflect more first-level reporting?

Research Question 3

Which categories reflect more second-level

reporting?

Categories defined as the type of stories within the Cyberscope column.
Content analysis was used to determine what issues about the Internet
and related technologies are being discussed in one major newsmagazine.

6

CHAPTER2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

How News Media have Historically Covered Science and Technology

A look at how news med ia have historically covered science and
technology shows the relationship between journalists and scientists through the
years. Science reporting has increased from being covered by a few reporters
for certain publications to a science section appearing in many daily newspapers.
When examining how media report technology, it is important to look at
both science and technology because it merges in the public's mind (Etzioni and
Nunn 1 974). The area of science and technology is filled with controversial and
newsworthy events, but only a few are reported in the media. Such issues are
often difficult to report and the scientific community has scrutinized the press'
efforts (Mazur 1 981 ) In most cases, if the area within the science and ·
.

technology arena is new, the majority of consumers will not have any prior
knowledge of the item or issue. The effect is that the media define the situation
to the consumer (Nelkin 1 987).
Accord ing to Dunwoody (1 980), the issues in science and technology are
covered by an "inner club" of 25 to 30 veteran reporters from major newspapers,
magazines, and wire services. The scientists who these reporters use as
important sources are few in number. Most are excellent researchers, but are
7

better known for being "visible scientist." Goodell ( 1 975) names people like Carl
Sagan, Barry Commoner, William Stockley, who are known better for their
"popularization of science than their research achievements" as being in this
category. Mazur ( 1 98 1 ) concludes that a slender channel of com munication links
the large U.S. science community and the large media community. Mazur also
suggests that media coverage of science and scientific controversies may do
more than define an event, it may have profound effects on the public's attitudes.
Detailed studies of scientific and technical issues have shown that when media
coverage of those issues increases, public interest in those issues rises; when
media coverage wanes, public interest falls off (Leahy and Mazur 1 980).
Over the past two decades, the reporting of science and technology by the
media has increased dramatically. In 1 978, The New York Times was the only
newspaper to have a science section . In 1 986, a survey by the Scientists'
Institute for Public Information found 66 daily newspapers with weekly science
sections and more than 80 that had started shorter science pages.
According to Bader ( 1 990), the booming of science sections is the result of
three major trends:
1 ) The growing impact of science and technology on every citizen's life makes
people without scientific training fear being excluded from major decision
making processes. They see mass media as the most accessible source of
continuing education.
2) Many scientists and officials fear that scientific illiteracy among a segment of .
the population will infringe upon their research freedom and decrease public
research funding.
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3) With mass audiences turning to TV and reading becoming a less-used skill,
editors- are using science sections as a tool to draw audiences interested in
high-quality information.
It has been argued that, although the media are trying to provide science
information to better inform its consumers, if the consumer is not attentive, he will
not read the article (Bader 1 990; Miller 1 986). That is why 95.3 percent of
science stories in the 1 986 science sections used illustrations to draw the
attention of its readers. According to Nelkin (1 987) , the press often reports on
efficiency of new technology, giving little attention to the social cost of the
technological change. She also argues that when there are areas of science and
technology that are esoteric, readers have little pre-existing knowledge of the
subject. The press, as being a major source of information, in effect defines the
reality of the situation to the reader. She quotes Herald Laski, from h is book The
American Democracy (1 984) , that the power of the press comes from " its ability
to surround facts by an environment of suggestion which, often half consciously,
seeks its way into the mind of the reader and forms his premise for him." What
the audience perceives to be reality is caused by the media•s presentation of
reality (Signorielli and Morgan 1 990; White 1 998).
Corporate decision-makers are also influenced by press coverage of
science and technology issues that lie outside their area of expertise. Nelkin
(1 987) states that the press can lay the groundwork for where industry wants to
invest its venture capital. During the peak med ia hype of interferon research
(Webster's defines interferon as "a heat stable soluble basic antiviral glycoprotein
of low molecular weight produced by usu. cells exposed to the action of virus,
9

someti mes to that of another parasite or experimentally to that of some
chemicals") between 1 978-1 981 , government and corporate spending on
interferon studies increased dramatically, while the rest of biomedical research
remained stagnant.
Since Cyberscope discusses new technology, it is likely that some readers
do not have prior knowledge of some of the information covered . Therefore,
Cyberscope may help define the reality of some of the subjects covered to its
readers.

History of the Internet

The Internet has grown rapidly since its creation 36 years ago. This
technology began as a military project to assist in national defense and moved
into a g rowing communications tool. To gain an understanding of online use over
the years, it is necessary to examine the history of the Internet.
The United Soviets Socialist Republic (USSR) launched Sputnik, the first
artificial earth satellite, in 1 957 and the space race was officially started . In
response, the United States formed a special agency within the Department of
Defense to advance science and technology for military benefit. The program
was called the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) (Kristula 1 997).
In 1 962, The U.S. Air Force approached the RAND (an acronym for
research and development) Corporation, an organization it created toward the
end of World War I I (RAND 1 997). The Air Force wanted RAND to investigate
how it could maintain control over the military's nuclear warheads after a strike by
10

an opposing foe. The project was supposed to be a network-based system that
could survive a nuclear attack and be operational from anywhere in the country
Paul Baran, the head of RAND, and his group presented the idea of packet
switching two years later (Kristula 1997). Packet-switching is be defined as:
. . . the breaking down of data into datagrams or packets that are labeled to
indicate the origin and the destination of the information and the
forwarding of these packets from one computer to another. . . " (Baran
1964).
At the same time, Leonard Klein rock of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and researchers at Britain's Nation Physical Lab (N PL) were
working on this same theory. The work of RAND, MIT, and NPL proceeded
independently, without knowing about the others' research (Leiner et al. 1997).
ARPA designed a computer network concept called ARPAN ET (Advanced
Research Projects Agency Network) and awarded the construction of the system
to Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc. (BBN), a technology contractor. BBN had
heard of the packet-switching work of RAND, MIT, and N PL and incorporated the
technology into the ARPANET design. The combinations of ARPAN ET and
packet-switching laid the foundations for the first inter-computer network
connection.
The initial plan was to link four different computers on four different sites.
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA); the University of California, Santa
Barbara; the Stanford Research Institute; and the University of Utah were the
chosen test "nodes" or networked sites (Kantroitz 1994). BNN built the devices
called Interface Message Processors (IMPs) and installed them at each of the
11

sites. The job of the IMPs was to guide the data between nodes and make sure
the information reached the right destination. The teams worked months on
installing the equipment. Finally, on November 2 1 , 1 969, the computer at UCLA
hooked up with the computer at the Stanford Research Institute and
communicated the first online message - a new era had begun.
Quickly, other universities wanted to develop sites. By 1 971 , nearly two
dozen campuses had computers linked by ARPANET. The next year ARPANET
gave its first public demonstration at the International Computer Communications
Conference. Ray Tomlinson of BNN developed the first e-mail program in March
of 1 972 (Leiner et al. 1 997).
The next milestone in the Internet history was the development of
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) from 1 974-1 976. Two
researchers from the ARPAN ET program, Vinton Cerf of Stanford and Bob Kahn
of DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency- ARPA was renamed
this in 1 972) designed this protocol to replace the limited NCP (Networked
Control Protocol). With NCP, personnel at two sites had to manually send and
receive the messages while both were present. With the new TCP/I P protocol,
technicians did not have to worry about the receiver being on the other end at the
same time, the system would allow for an "answering machine" to receive the
message (Leiner et al. 1 997; Kristula 1 997) . The implantation of TCP/IP began
in 1 980 and lead to the eventual separation of military and civil communities via
the ARPANET. The military side split off in MI LNET (Military Network), while
ARPAN ET was totally left for researchers. Other organizations were designing
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their own network, too. International Business Machines (IBM) developed
BITNET (Because-It's-Time Network), for e-mails and listservs. The National
Science Foundation developed CSNET (Computer & Science Network), for
institutes who did not have access to ARPAN ET. The University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill developed USENET (User's Network), for news groups to
share information . By 1 984, all of these systems were using the TCPI I P protocol
(Kristula 1 997; Leiner et al. 1 997; Department of Commerce 1 998).
In the next couple of years, information between computers began to
move easier and faster. The University of Wisconsin had created the Domain
Name System (DNS), which allowed servers to assign incoming messages an I P
number (Before, the sender would have to know the exact IP number of the
receiver's computer. Under this system, the sender just needed to know the
name of the server to which the receiver was connected to). The method of
transmission increased with higher bandwidth lines. MCI was working on T1
lines, which were 25 times faster than the 56 KBPS connections . (Kristula 1 997).
In 1 986, the Internet Engineering Task Force was created to allow DARPA
contractors working on more than one network to communicate technical ideas.
The next year two networks merged , I BM's BITNET and the National Science
Foundation's CSNET, to form CREN (Computer Research Education Network).
This was the first system where the operational cost was covered by d ues of
member organizations. For the next five years, the main improvement in the
computer-networked community was the continuous upgrades of faster
connection lines.
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The Internet Society was chartered in 1 992. CREN and Tim Berners-Lee
released the World Wide Web CNN'N), a hypertext system designed to provide
information access to certain topics, that same year. NCSA and the University of
I llinois released "Mosaic for X" to use as a GUI (graphic user interface) for the
WWW. Many I nternet users began using this because of its availability to be

downloaded for free.

A Change of Face

Dr. James H . Clark and Mosaic designer Marc And reessen created a
company in April of 1 994 called Netscape. It created a browser called Navigator
that had a more detailed GUI than Mosaic and made it available for download of
the Internet on December 1 5, 1 994. This software is today one of the world's
most popular computer applications (Netscape Communications 1 997). That
same year, tremendous g rowth occurred with thousands of new hosts being
added to the Internet. The first cyberbank, First Virtual, opened and Pizza Hut
offered pizzas from its Web page. Because of the GUis like Mosaic and
Netscape Navigator, the Internet became more like television, making the getting
online have a mass market appeal (Strangelove 1 997) .
Today there are literally thousands of online services that offer
connections to the Internet. American Online, CompuServe, and the Microsoft
Network are more of the popular ones. The Internet has moved from just being
used by researchers and defense personnel to the consumer. By the end of
1 995, the number of households online were 1 0 million, up from four million in
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1994 (Evenson 1995). There are an estimated 11 million Web sites, with
300,000 being added each week (Computerworld 1998) . In comparison, after 30
years of the invention of the Gutenberg press, there were only 250 printing shops
throughout Europe (Strangelove 1997).
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CHAPTER3

LITERATURE REVIEW

Several theories are reviewed because of their importance to this study.
Agenda-setting is discussed to show that media do indeed have an impact of
what society thinks about (Cohen 1 963; McCombs and Shaw 1 972; Baran and
Davis 1 995). In shaping society's agenda, there is a lag-time of two to six
months for an item to move from the media's agenda to the public's agenda
(Stone and McComb 1 98 1 ).
Gate keeping theory helps explain how the media chose what news is
reported to the public and news editors do have a bias as far as what information
makes it into their publications (White 1 950).
Sabato ( 1 99 1 ) and Crouse (1 973) argue that the various forms of med ia
and their agendas all appear to be the same thing. Sabato termed this effect a
"feeding frenzy," meaning that once one media organization begins covering a
topic, all the others will begin covering that same topic.
The two-level perspective provides a way to look at the effects of
technology. First-level effects deal with the efficiency potential of the new
technology. Second-level effects are impacts on the social system. In their book
Connections: New ways of working in the networked organization, Sproull and
Kiesler ( 1 99 1 ) show the social impact of two earlier technologies, the typewriter
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and the telephone. The two also state that the media tend to focus on the
efficiency of the technology, rather than the social implications.
Everett Rogers' Diffusion of Innovations theory shows the process in
which society begins to adopt a technology (Baran and Davis 1 995) . The Oil
Spot Model (see Appendix B) applies this concept to the diffusion of information
from the various levels of media. It outlines five levels of media sources an issue
goes through before it becomes a mainstay in the public's awareness.
Newsweek is at Level Three- the level where media shift from being specialized
or academic to being more mass-audience oriented ,
Other Internet and technology studies are reviewed to outline what
aspects and focus of new technology have been studied . An examination of
previous studies shows that the majority of them focus on the predictions of the
Internet's impact, the Internet as a mass medium, and the uses and gratification
of the Internet. No studies were found that examined how the media cover the
Internet and technology.

Overview of Agenda-Setting

Agenda-setting is important to this study because it proposes that media
have an effect on what the public thinks about. More people began hopping
online line between 1 994 and 1 995, it is possible that the consumer's awareness
of the technology was brought on by increased media coverage.
The origin of agenda-setting goes back to Walter Lippmannn's book,
Public Opinion (Baran and Davis 1 995) . In it, he argued that people make
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decisions on issues based on the mental picture they have, not directly with
interaction within the environment (Lippmann 1 922; Baran and Davis 1 995). In
1 963, Benard Cohen outlined Lippmann's ideas in his book The Press and
Foreign Policy. The basic conclusion reached by him is that:
"The press is sig nificantly more than a purveyor of information and
opinion. It may not be successful much in the time in telling people what
to think, but it is stunning in telling its readers what to think about."
(Cohen 1 963; Baran and Davis 1 995) emphasis added.
This is considered the agenda-setting theory of the mass media.
In 1 968, two researchers, Maxwell E. McComb of the University of Texas
at Austin and Donald Shaw from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
applied Cohen's thinking to a quantitative study. They interviewed 1 00 voters
who had not committed on a presidential candidate for the election in that year.
For the months of September and October, McComb and Shaw asked each of
the 100 voters in Chapel Hill, N.C. to identify what each thought the key issues of
the election were (Baran and Davis 1 995; McComb and Shaw 1 972; McQuail
1994; Severin and Tankard 1 988). A content analysis was done on several TV
news programs, newspapers, and newsmagazines to determine what the top
topics of the debate were for the media. After the analysis, the researchers
came to the conclusion that there was strong media influence in deciding what
the key issues were. They wrote:
"The correlation between major item emphasis on . . . issues carried by the
media and voter's independent judgements of what was important. . . was
+.967 . . . . data suggest a very strong relationship between emphasis
placed on . . . issues . . . and judgement of voters as to the salience and
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importance of various campaign topics." (McComb and Shaw 1 972; Baran
and Davis1 995).
From this study, there are four major points that were concluded :
•
•
•

•

Public debate is represented by salient issues (and agenda for action).
The agenda derives from a combination of public opinion and political choice.
Mass media news and information reflect the content and the order of priority
issues.
This representation of issues in mass media exerts an independent effect on
issue content and relative salience in public opinion.
(McQuail 1 994) .
Since their article "The agenda-setting function of mass media" was first

published in 1 972, McComb and Shaw have continued to explore agenda-setting
theory. Reflecting on the constant research that has been done on agenda
setting since 1 968, the two have determined that there are four historical phases
of this theory. The phases are:
1 . Publication of McComb and Shaw's original research in 1 972.
2. McComb and Shaw's second study in Charlotte.
3. Research done by Weaver, Graber, McCombs, and Eyal in the 1 976
presidential election.
4. Appearance of work that focused on the sources of the media agenda
(McComb and Shaw 1 993) .
Even before their 1 972 article was published , McComb and Shaw were in
the field again, this time in Charlotte, N .C. for the 1 972 presidential election. In
this study, the researchers wanted to address the q uestion of casual order
(Severin and Tankard 1 988). The method used was similar to the Chapel Hill
study, but studied a larger sample and the voters were questioned throughout the
campaign (mainly focusing on June and October). What was found was that the
newspapers and the public's agenda had larger correlation in October than in
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June. Although this correlation was not as "clear-cur• with the television analysis,
the study did provide some evidence that, indeed, med ia does have a casual
effect on shaping the public's agenda (McComb and Shaw 1 977; Severin and
Tankard 1 988).
The results of the third and fourth phases are similar. In 1 981 , Weaver,
Graber, McCombs, and Eyal published a book that dealt with the study of the
1 976 presidential election. The research brought agenda-setting into two new
domains. First, that the characteristics of the candidate reported by the media
are i mportant to voters. Second , that all aspects of politics (issues, candidates,
etc.) are seen as a single, minor issue (McComb and Shaw 1 993). The final
phase occurred in the 1 980s when research began a series of experiments that
questioned the placement of stories in the news and the view of the public
regarding the nation's top problems (Iyengar and Kinder 1 987) .
One of the key concepts implied from this study was called "priming".
Priming is defined as the process in which the media attend to some issues and
not others and therefore setting which issues electoral candidates must address
(Baran and Davis 1 995; Serevin and Tankard 1 988; McQuail 1 994; Iyengar and
Kinder 1 986).
"Lag time," or how long it takes for media content to have an effect on the
public's subjective rankings, was addressed in the 1 980s (Serevin and Tankard
1 988). In one study McComb did with Gerald Stone ( 1 981 ), data showed that it
took anywhere from two to six months for an item to move from the media
agenda to the public agenda. In a different study, Winter and Eyal (1 980)
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investigated the time span on the single issue of civil rights. They examined the
New York Times coverage of the subject from 1 954 to 1 976. It was then
compared against a Gallup Poll dealing with the importance of civil rights by the
public's perception. The percentage ranged from 0 to 52 percent over the 22
years. They found that the strongest correlation between the media's agenda
and the public's agenda was a four to six week span. This period is referred to
as the "optimal-effect period" (Severin and Tankard 1 998). The researchers also
stated that the time span might be different for other issues.

Gate Keeping

There has been research to show that editors of news-oriented
publications do have bias in what information they choose to cover and place into
their publications. Kurt Lewin, in his article "Channels of Group Life," termed the
phrase."gate keepers" to how news travels through certain communication
channels (Lewin 1 947; White 1 950). Lewin pointed out that areas within the
channels function as "gates" and that these areas were governed by impartial
rules or by "gate keepers." He defines the "gate keeper'' as an individual or
group that is "in power'' of making the decision of what is "in" or what is "out"
(Lewin 1 947; White 1 950).
White (1 950) examined how a wire editor of a newspaper chose the
selection of what national and international news stories made it into the
newspaper. For a week, the editor saved every piece of copy that did not make it
into the final edition. It needs to be noted that the newspaper was a small 30,000
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non-metropolitan morning newspaper. This is important because the information
he received over the wire had already passed through many "gates" of larger
media organizations, thus having importance of some kind . The wire editor used
only about one-tenth of the information he received. For the wires that did not
make it into the paper, the wire editor scribbled reasons why the story was not
chosen. Phrases like "He's too hot"; "Never use this"; "B.S."; "Propaganda", and
"Don't care about suicides" were found on some of the wire copies. Therefore,
the editor's choice was made by highly subjective value judgements.
White concluded that the newspaper editor chose only those facts for his
community events that he thought represented his culture and he believed to be
true. Although many stories had some form of value (justified by passing through
other "gates"), the editor chose not run them because of his personal views.
Therefore, he controlled to a certain degree what "news" his readers became
informed of. Others studies have shown that stories from wire services closely
relate to the mix selected by the individual editor (Cutlip 1 954; Gold and
Simmons 1 965; Snider 1 967; Whitey and Becker 1 982).
The editors at Newsweek act as "gate keepers" for the information on
technology "news" it to passes on to its readers. Examining Hackett's,
News week's Cyberscope editor, statement exemplifies this:
"...We choose items by reviewing hundreds of e-mails, faxes,
press kits and products that are submitted to us. We try to pick things that
we feel our readers care about. . . " emphasis added.
Although all of the information gathered may have merit, it will only be published
in Newsweek if Hackett and his colleagues believe it to have value.
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Framing

Framing is the way a topic is presented in the media and can make a
difference on whether or not the consumer will find interest in it. Even though the
Internet had been around since the 1 960s, it did not begin to "explode" until the
mid-1 990s. In order for the public to acknowledge an issue, it must be "framed"
in the right context, or given a field of meaning that can be understood (Lang and
Lang 1 983). The Langs pointed out the example of the Watergate scandal. At
fi rst, Watergate was framed as a partisan issue in the election campaign, which
made it difficult to be perceived by the public. The media's choice of words has
an effect. Watergate was referred to as a "caper'' for several months before the
issue was framed in a different light. The shift went from a partisan issue to
widespread political corruption . The media began using "scandal," giving a more
serious overtone to the matter and gained the public's attention. What the Langs
concluded from this study is referred to as "agenda building" or that the process
of putting an issue on the public's agenda takes time and goes through several
stages, including the way it is "framed."
The Internet is framed in the media as a growing technology. The mass
media, as stated earlier, most often focus on the first-level or efficiency effects
technology.
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Feeding Frenzy

Sabato (1991 ) argues that there is a loss of control of gate keeping due to
the " If we don't publish it, someone else will" mentality in the media. He used the
term "Feeding Frenzy" in the political arena to characterize how one reporter will
focus on one aspect of a politician (usually some form of scandal or some other
"exciting" topic) . Slowly, the rest of the media will begin pursuing the same story.
Before Sabato, Crouse (1973) had described the same concept in his
book Boys on the Bus . Crouse outlined how journalists, by reporting on a
person's political strengths, would make a candidate a front runner. However, by
reporting on his weaknesses and liabilities, the media "cut him down ." The media
began choosing what topics about a candidate should be considered
newsworthy, and did so by choosing to report some topics and not others.
Crouse argued that "the press was no longer simply guessing who might run and
who might win; the press was in some way determining things." The topics
chosen depended on what certain political reporters deemed important. Sabato
ag reed with this belief, arguing that major newspapers tend to break "the big
scandal" and point the herd in a certain direction. In today's day and age, news
people are competing for an audience. Peer pressure matters in the "big
fratern ity" of news and all tend to tum to the topic of the hour. Cyberscope was a
section devoted to technology at a time when a "feeding frenzy" began to occur
about the Internet, it can be argued that what Newsweek covers, other similar
publications were probably covering .
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Two-Level Perspective

Sproull and Kiesler ( 1 991 ) provide a two-level perspective stating that
technologies have both first and second-level effects. First-level effects of
communications technology are the technical ones (planned gains in productivity
and efficiency that are sought by the investment into the new technology) .
Second-level effects from communications technologies occur because new
technology causes people to notice different things, have contact with different
people, and depend on others differently (These emerge more slowly as people
adjust patterns of behavior). In Connections: New ways of working the
networked organization ( 1 991 ), Sproull and Kiesler examine the first-level and
second-level effects of two earlier communications technologies- the typewriter
and the telephone.
The typewriter was intended to produce letters that mirrored those of the
printing press, except at faster pace (first-level effects). Its inventors considered
it to be used mostly by clergymen and writers (Monaco 1 988). A second-level
effect was the clerical operations of business organizations. Before the
typewriter, males denominated the clerical positions within businesses. With the
new technology, paperwork increased , positions were added , and women began
moving into the profession (after they learned the new skill of typing).
With its creation in 1 876, the telephone was intended to efficiently replace
the telegraph in business operations (PBS 1 997). By the 1 920s, the Bell System
was marketing the novelty as more than just a tool for business. It began
advertising the phone as a social must with slogans like "friends who are linked
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by telephones have good times" and "friendship's path follows the trail of the
telephone wire" (Fischer 1985). The phone did have an impact on the social
environment. It reduced isolation and danger for persons living in rural
communities, and working parents used it as a "babysitter" for monitoring their
children . New positions like telephone operator and telemarketer were created .
Another example of a technology with a two-level perspective is the use of
computer animation in motion pictures. It has the efficiency effect of creating
realistic backdrops without the expense of on-location shooting and special
effects. For the film Forrest Gump, director Robert Zemeckis filmed all of the
Vietnam scenes in South Carolina. The mountains that appear in the
background were digitally added in post-production. The effect of being in
Vietnam was achieved without flying to Southeast Asia, therefore saving
Paramount Pictures hundreds of thousands of dollars. For the film Jurassic Park,
Steven Spielberg created the special effect of hundreds of realistic, life size
dinosaurs without having to build gigantic, mechanical (and very expensive)
models.
Two second�level effects of computer animation are its impact on the stunt
man and new legal issues about deceased actors. Dangerous car jumps are
now being generated on computer, there by placing the stunt man out of work.
The issue of creating computer-generated double of a deceased actor is an issue
that went to the California court system. It was ruled that the use fell under the
Celebrity Persona Law passed in 1985. In order to recreate an actor, the
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production company must have permission from the late celebrity's estate
(Duncan 1 997).
With new communications technologies, med ia tend to focus on the first
level or efficiency effects it will have within the environment. Second-level effects
are not immediately seen, and the impact on society is not known until several
years after its incorporation. People tend to exaggerate the impact of first-level
effects and underestimate the impact of second-level effects (March 1 987) . The
Internet and the World Wide Web are a relatively new technology for the
consumer (this is justified because it has not reached a "critical mass" yet) and
the reporting of it more than likely focuses more on the first-level effects (Morris
and Ogan 1 996, Sproull and Kiesler 1 991 , Nelkin 1 987) .

Diffusion of Innovations

The Cyberscope column is an example of how the news value of
technology has worked its way from technology-oriented publications to mass
audience oriented publications.
Diffusion of Innovations is a theory attributed to Everett Rogers that
explains how innovations are introduced and adopted by various communities.
He conceived the idea in the 1 960s and it has been applied to everything from
agricultural methods, to family planning , to adoption of personal computers
(Baran and Davis 1 995; Williams et al. 1 994). Diffusion of Innovations is a
process through which ideas are communicated through various channels, over
time, among people who belong to a given social system. Studies have shown
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that public communication (i.e. mass media) is the vehicle that creates the
awareness of ideas, whereas interpersonal communication is more crucial to a
person's decision making (Williams et al. 1 994).
Diffusion theory encompasses a focus on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication channels
Stages of awareness and decision making
Criteria for decisions
Characteristics of potential adopters
Complexity of what is being adopted
Cost
Who's promoting it
Within the media itself, stories go though a rate of diffusion . The

exceptions are stories that start off as "front page stories" (United States bomb
I raq ; cure for cancer is found , etc.) . According to the Oil Spot Model (see
Appendix B), there are five levels an issue spreads through in the media before it
becomes a mainstay in the public's "awareness of ideas."
Level One. An Issue will be discussed in a highly specialized piece of
literature, such as Physics Today. Other items are ind ustry newsletters,
technical reports, specific academic journals, conference proceedings.
Level Two. These are still more academic-type publications. Examples
are Science Digest, Nature, Science and High Tech.
Level Three. Many issues begin to surface more at this level. Can be
covered in such publications and programs like newsstand magazines
(Newsweek, Time, U. S. News & World Report), All Things Considered ,
and specific newspapers like the New York Times and the Wall Street
Journal.
Level Four. Issues covered by high-end investigative television shows
like 20/20 and 60 minutes. Reported in more nationally known
newspapers like USA Today, Washington Post, and Los Angeles Times.
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Level Five. The issue is discussed by regional newspapers, television,
and radio, bringing the issue to the mass public.
The Cyberscope column in Newsweek may be considered a
communication channel for bringing up "awareness" of certain technological
subjects (hardware, software, etc.). In the Oil Spot Model, Newsweek is at Level
Three - the first level where publications are more mass-audience-oriented than
specialized or academic. Newsweek fits the criteria for a communication channel
that carries new information because it is public and mass-oriented instead of
interpersonal (i.e. specialized) (Williams et al . 1994). Therefore, it may be placed
in the diffusion process of new technologies, according to Rogers and his
colleagues (1986). In this diffusion process, there are four steps:

1) Knowledge. An individual gains an awareness of something new, such as

new computer software or improvements in technology (smaller cellular
phones, faster computer processors, etc.). However, this potential adopter
has not yet formed an opinion about whether this item would be valuable.

2) Persuasion. After becoming "aware" of the idea, the individual makes an
attitudinal evaluation of the item. Will creating a Web page for our products
benefit the office? Will establishing an Intranet regulate the flow of
communication better? These are not just evaluated opinions, but are
personally associated with the individual . They form the necessary basis for
whether the item will be adopted .

3) Decision. At this point, the item is either rejected or tried . The individual will
continue to react and reevaluate the decision.

4) Confirmation: Communication is used to evaluate the decision . Has that Web
page increased our mail-order sales? Is the Intranet allowing people to show
their work to many persons at the same time, reducing the time it takes to get
approval on certain parts from various members?
Cyberscope makes its readers aware of certain technologies and not others by
choosing what it reports in the weekly column. The three periods of time used in
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this study logically divided the four-year time span of Cyberscope columns that
were analyzed .

Internet and Technology Studies

Previous studies focus more how new technology is used by the
consumer, than on how the technology is reported to them. Other studies focus
on predictions of the lnternefs impact, the Internet as a mass medium, and the
uses and gratifications of the Internet.
Studies of the Internet and related technologies tend to focus on its impact
in business relations, democracy and capitalism. For instance, businesses use
the Web for advertising, marketing and customer relations (Cross 1 994). The
Internet should help businesses deliver product information to customers, which
should increase sales and customer feedback (Schwartz 1 996; Hoffman and
Novak 1 996). Berman and Weitzner ( 1 997) argue that the I nternet will enhance
the citizen's involvement in democracy. Because of its architectural platform and
affordable access, the Internet allows people to exchange views and information
that cannot be done in any other medium. This has opened the door for g rass
roots movements to arise rapidly. Berman and Weitzer argue that "the most
participatory form of mass speech developed" will only grow as more citizens
begin to have access to it.
The articles on capitalism tend to investigate what this technology will be
known for as society adopts it. Nye ( 1 997) points out that history has shown that
human beings choose which machines they will use and how they will use them.
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As the majority of people learn to use a technology, they can integrate it into
society in many ways (Bijker et al. 1 992). Some technologies, at their beginning ,
do not find their "niche" until years later. Heilbroner ( 1 997) argues that
technology advancements are the chief source of new profit accumulation .
Therefore, capitalists are always trying to i mprove on "how to make a dollar"
(first-level effects). Like Sproull and Keisler ( 1 991 ), Heilbroner points out that
profitable technologies can have unintended social change (second-level
effects). The examples of the telegraph and telephone speeding up daily life by
annihilating distance; the electric light lengthening the day and creating
"nightlife;" and pharmaceuticals extending life spans, thus creating a larger
culture of senior citizens, are given.
Many researchers have been defining the Internet as a mass medium
(Lock 1 995; Morris and Ogan 1 996; Newhagen and Rafaeli 1 996; December
1 996) . Although users of the I nternet are a little short of reaching "critical mass,"
mass communication researchers need to stop ignoring the Web as a potential
research outlet. Morris and Ogan argue if researchers do not rethink the tradition
mediums of mass communications research (radio, television, and newspapers)
to include the Internet, the discipline will be left behind. The two see the Internet
as a g reat way to investigate the model of source-message-receiver. Lock
(1 995) points out that the electronic and print media are using the I nternet to
reach new markets and complement their existing form. Newhagen and Rafaeli
(1 996) believe that the Internet will find its niche among the traditional media,
rather than replace an existing one.
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Many studies of the Internet have dealt with uses and gratifications of the
Internet (Eighmey and McCord 1 998; Kaye 1 996). The assumptions of uses and
g ratifications approach are: The audience is adive; the media are goal-directed;
media consumption can fill a wide range of gratifications; the gratifications have
their origins within the exposure it takes place (Palmgreen et al . 1 985; Kaye
1 996) . This approach has been used on other communications technologies
such as VCR's, cable television, and the television remote control (Cohen et al.
1 988; Lin 1 993; Perse and Ferguson 1 992; Rubin and Bantz 1 989; Walker et al.
1 992; Williams et al. 1 985). The purpose of Eighmey and McCord's 1 998 study
was to find an early indication of the nature of communication value being found
by audience members when they visit commercial Web sites. The two found that
the g ratifications sought most were exploration and entertainment. This mirrored
a 1 994 survey that found that exploration and entertainment were the two main
. reasons for using the Internet (Pitkow and Recker 1 994).
No studies were found that examined how media cover technology.
Research is needed to look at how media are reporting this topic.
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CHAPTER 4

METH OD

Overview of Content Analysis

Content analysis is used in various research fields including political
science, journalism, social psychology, communications and consumer studies
(Kassarjian 1 977). For this study, content analysis will be used to analyze
categories in the Cyberscope column in Newsweek. Topics will be examined
and placed into predetermined categories. The defined categories will best
outline the topics covered in the Cyberscope column. This will provide an insig ht
to technology topics reported on by a general newsmagazine over a four-year
period . Before discussing this further, an overview of this content analysis is
given .
Content analysis has certain developmental steps that must be followed .
Robert Kerlinger (1 964) defines content analysis as:
" . . . A method of observation . . . the investigator takes the communications
that people have produced and asks q uestions of the communications."
According to Budd, Thorp, and Donohew ( 1 967), content analysis taps into the
communications process of source, message, channel and receiver. The content
analyst doesn't actually interfere with process, but is able to give a detailed
account of the transaction. From this, limited predictions about the message and
the receiver are conceived. Most researchers agree that there are three
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characteristics of this methodology: objectivity, systematization, and
quantification (Kerlinger 1 964; Budd et al . 1 967; Berelson 1 952; Kassa�ian
1 977).
Objectivity is needed in content analysis to precisely define the different
categories of analysis. This is done so that various researchers may apply
categories to the same body of work and yield the same results (Berelson 1 952).
By using objectivity, an investigator's decisions are determined by an explicit set
of guidelines in determining the categories. Therefore, a researcher's
predisposition about the subject matter may be minimized (Holsti 1 969). This
requirement of objectivity separates content analysis from literary criticism by
giving it scientific weight (Kassa�ian 1 977).
Systemization must be incorporated into an analysis study for two
reasons. First, it demands that the choosing of the various subject categories be
done by applied rules (Holsti 1 969). Secondly, systemization guides reading of
relevant data by making sure it applies to the research question or hypothesis at
hand (Berelson 1 952).
The quantification of judgement distinguishes content analysis from
ordinary critical readings. By requiring quantification, a researcher makes sure
that the collected data can be used in various statistical measurements. The
statistical method itself does not matter, it can be parametric or nonparametric
data, nominal , ordinal or interval scales (Kassarjian 1 977).
Content analysis has been used for a variety of studies. Fiction books
influence on changing values in society (Johns-Heine and Garth 1 949), how
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minorities are depicted in television (DeFieur 1 964) , and what information is
found in television advertisements (Resnik and Stern 1 977) are among the many
studies using this method . To do a study such as these, the process goes
through several stages.
According to Budd, Thorp, and Donohew ( 1 967), content analysis goes
throug h six stages of development. First, the investigator formulates the
research question , theory or hypothesis. Next, the sampling is determined and
the categories defined . Third, the content is coded according to the objective
rules that were predetermined . Fourth , the coded items are scaled to determine
a score. After that, if other variables are in the study, a comparison of the scores
and the other variable measurements is done. Finally, the researcher interprets
the findings according to the appropriate theories or concepts.
For most content analysis studies, the sampling procedure is the largest
task (Kassa�ian 1 977). Sampling sizes fluctuate from study to study. Once the
perimeter of the study is set, the number of samples do not produce marked
differences in results past 1 2 (Budd et al. 1 967) . An excellent example of a study
conducted with a small sample is the one done by William Hachten ( 1 961 ).
Hachten studied Sunday newspapers published from 1 939 to 1 959. He chose
only three issues from each year to represent the study. He reasoned that 1 2
issues were an adequate sample of a universe of 3 1 2 newspapers. He also felt
three issues should be an adequate sample for a paper with 52 annual Sunday
editions (Hatchen 1 961 ; Budd et al. 1 964) . However, it is important to note that
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the larger the sample, the more stable the conclusions of the study (Kerlinger
1 964).
Within the sampling, units of measurement are used to define the data .
The smallest unit of measurement i s usually the word (Kassajian 1 977) . In the
present study, key words determine categories, such as the World Wide Web,
computer applications, and computer games. Theme is the next largest unit of
measurement and is the most difficult to analyze. Themes usually center on
matters that reflect issues, values, beliefs and attitudes. One of the best known
studies incorporating themes is Merton, Fisk and Curtis' ( 1 946) Kate Smith/War
Bonds investigation. The group concluded that Smith's ability to sell bonds
focused on themes like sacrifice, participation , competition , and familial and
personal appeals. Character and item are the next two types of units. Character
focuses on actual characters that appear in a variety of media, such as movies or
newspaper comic strips. Items measure a whole "natural" unit, such as a
speech , a book or a movie. The last unit of measurement is the space-and-time
unit. This is the actual dimensions of a certain item, such as a newspaper
column or the length of a commercial.
Content analysis has limitations. First, an analysis of a study is no better
than the defined categories. Therefore, it is important that the categories be
defined with objectivity and that the coders be trained properly. If training is lax,
reliability may decrease, which is another problem. These two problems go
hand-in hand with each other. If the categories are well defined, the coder has a
better definition of what he is looking for, resulting in a higher percent of
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agreement. Direction refers to how the subject matter is treated in the
investigation . Determining whether the information is for, against or neutral
about a given topic is often very frustrating to researchers (Budd et al . 1 967).
Encompassing all of the aforementioned problems, is the issue of validity.
Validity is defined as the extent to which an instrument measures what it is
suppose to measure. If the instrument is faulty, the conclusions reached will be
invalid (Kassa�ian 1 977).
Content analysis is a useful methodology in social science research . It is
carried out on almost any size sample. However, if the results are to be valid ,
the researcher must make sure that the study is objective, systemized and
quantitative. The unit of measurement of the study must be reflective of the
questions or theories proposed by the researcher. Also, to increase reliability,
the researcher must make sure the coders are well trained and that the coding
method is understood.
Content analysis is appropriate for this study because it provides the best
means in determining what issues of the Internet and related technologies are
being discussed in the Cyberscope column of Newsweek over a four-year period .

Sample and Unit

of Analysis

Within each Cyberscope, there are several stories that discuss different
topics in the technology arena. The unit of analysis for this study is the story
within the column. The story is defined as "a section that appears within the
Cyberscope that has a headline with a small horizontal line underneath." The
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researcher numbered each of the stories in all 1 44 Cyberscope columns, so
there would be no confusion to which story was which and to make it easier to
check for inter-coder reliability. The total number of stories for the sample is 766.

Time periods
The researcher designated three time periods for categorizing the
Cyberscope columns: Pre-diffusion, Diffusion, and Post-diffusion. Recall . the
names were chosen because of their relationship to 1 995 -- a year of substantial
growth for Internet use (Gray 1 996; Lottor 1 996; Evenson 1 995).
The Pre-diffusion period dates from July 1 1 , 1 994 - July 1 0, 1 995. In this
period, Cyberscope columns did not appear on:
•
•
•
•

August 8, 1 994
September 1 2, 1 994
December 26, 1 994/January 2, 1 995
February 27, 1 995

This period is a census and totaled 48 Cyberscope columns.
The Diffusion period consists of a census from July 1 7, 1 995 to July 1 ,
1 996. Cyberscope columns were not written on:
•
•

October 30, 1 995
December 25, 1 995/January 1 , 1 996

The Diffusion period also totals to 48 Cyberscope columns.
The final period, Post-diffusion , is a sample because it covers a longer
span of time than the other periods. The researcher wanted to compile 48
articles, as so to be consistent with other two periods. This period dates from
July 8, 1 996 - June 29, 1 998. Cyberscope columns did not run on:
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•
•
•
•
•

August 1 2, 1 996
November 1 8, 1 996
December 30, 1 996/January 6, 1 997
January 27, 1 997
December 22, 1-997/January 5, 1 998

The researcher chose every other issue, skipping the missing ones until 48
Cyberscope columns were gathered .

Categories
The researcher narrowed down ten categories to represent the stories
within the Cyberscope columns. After being comfortable with them, he coded
several columns to help redefine the definitions. The ten categories that best
represent the topics are:
1 . Web pages
2 . Computers
3. Games
4. Applications
5. Downloads
6. Gadgets
7. Technology News
8. E-maii/BBS
9. Books
1 0. 0ther

First and Second-Level Effects
The researcher established guidelines for the two levels (see Appendix C).
First-level stories were ones that strictly stated how the technology is initially
being used . First-level stories focused on the efficiency effects of the item and
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•

did not say anything about the social implications. Examples of first-level
reporting were:
•

•

Stories that focused on evaluation of items (i.e. Web pages, games,
applications).
Stories that focused on just the facts of Technology News without
ascertaining any predictions on how the news will effect society (i.e. IBM
releases a new computer model).

Second-level focused on social implications. Examples of second-level reporting
were:
•

•

•

Stories focusing on new lingo, vocabulary and job positions (i.e. e-commerce,
"spamming ," and Webmaster).
Stories that focused on social trends inspired by new technology (i.e. fashion,
jokes, and subjects of books and motion pictures).
Stories focusing on issues or events raised by new technology (i.e. Internet
censorship and various technology-based meetings and conventions) .

Coding Log

In content analysis, simple counting of the number of times a key word or
symbol appears presents no problem in validity of the research (Berelson 1 952).
However, when assig ning directions to statements or themes, the reliability of the
coders become a greater challenge. Researchers suggest doing test-retest to
insure that coders are able to follow the directions and comprehend the
definitions (Berelson 1 952, Budd, Thorp and Donohew 1 967). After the
researcher redefined the rules several times, he met with the two coders for
some pretests.
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Two g raduate students from The University of Tennessee coded the
information. Both were from the College of Communications, one with a public
relations concentration and the other with a journalism concentration .
In a training session, the researcher read through the rules sheet (see
Appendix C) with the coders to make sure everyone had the same interpretation
of the rules. The group then talked about their answers to help make appropriate
changes to the rules. After completion , the group coded two more Cyberscope
columns and discussed their answers. A few minor items were corrected , to be
safe, the g roup coded two more Cyberscope columns and discussed each one.
Amendments to the rules sheet were made before the coders received the data
to be coded.
The training session lasted about four hours. The pretests used
Cyberscope columns that were not included in the actual sample, therefore
limiting bias to a degree in the actual coding by not having any repeated
columns.
The coders were given the information only after the researcher made
amend ments to the rules sheet. Each received 144 photocopied Cyberscope
columns, 1 54 copies of the code sheet (see Appendix D), and one magnifying
glass. The coders reported it took them each an estimated 14 hours to code all
the columns.
Once the information was coded , the researcher entered all of the data in
SPSS 8.0, resulting in 1 532 lines of code. A meeting with the UT Statistical and
Compulational Computing Center was held to administer the tests to answer the
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hypotheses. The test included frequencies, crosstabulation, and Chi-Square
tests.

Inter-Coder Reliability

The researcher used the results of Coder 1 to run the appropriate tests . .
The first crosstabulation (Chi-Square=.620, df=9, p=1) was run to measure
agreement of story category selection between the two coders. There were
some discrepancies, but not enough to have any statistical implications. The
largest disagreement was only by 7.6 percent in the Downloads category.
However, the Download category did not appear enough in the sample to have
any statistical difference (see Table 1 )

.

Another crosstabulation was done to measure agreement between the two
coders when selecting first and second-level effects (Chi-Square= 1 .755, df=1 ,
p=. 185). It was found that Coder 1 was 4.4 percent more likely to choose
second-level effects over first-level effects (see Table 2). Although this is a
discrepancy, it is too small to have any statistical difference in the results of the
findings. Therefore, the results would be statistically be the same using either of
the coder's data to test the hypotheses.
Although agreement between the two coders was high, there is always a
random chance that the coders close scores were due to "blind luck." William .a
Scott developed a formula to improve estimates of reliability know as Scott's Pi.
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The Scott's formula for pi is:
Pi = (Po - Pel
( 1 - Pe)
Where Po = percentage of observed agreement, and Pe = percentage of
agreement expected on basis of chance. For the categories of stories (Po=.973,
Pe=.51 83), the Scott's Pi was 94.3 percent, meaning that it was 94.3 percent
unlikely that the results of the coders were based on random chance.
The Scott's Pi for first-level and second-level effects (Po=.946, Pe= .5269)
was lower at 88.6 percent. Such an accuracy rate·is satisfactory, considering
content analysis research is seldom 1 00 percent reliable (Singletary and Stone
1 988).
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Table 1

Category breakdown of Coder 1 and Coder 2

Wf!b page

Canputers

192

195

387

% within CATEGORY

49.6%

50.4%

1 00.0%

% within CODER

25. 1 %

25.5%

25.3%

10

8

18

55.6%

44.4%

1 00.0%

1 .3%

1 .0%

1 .2%

144

147

291

% within CATEGORY

49.5%

50.5%

1 00.0%

% within CODER

18.8%

1 9.2%

1 9.0%

50

50

1 00

50.0%

50.0%

100.0%

6.5%

6.5%

6.5%

7

6

13

53.8%

46.2%

100.0%

.9%

.8%

.8%

76

71

1 47

51 .7%

48.3%

100.0%

9.9%

9.3%

9.6%

21 2

21 1

423

50.1%

49.9%

1 00.0%

27.7%

27.5%

27.6%

28

29

57

49. 1 %

50.9%

1 00.0%

3.7%

3.8%

3.7%

22

22

44

50.0%

50.0%

1 00.0%

2.9%

2.9%

2.9%

25

27

52

48. 1 %

51.9%

1 00.0%

3.3%

3.5%

3.4%

766

766

1 532

50.0"k

50.0%

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

1 00.0"k

1 00.0%

Count

Count
% within CATEGORY
% within CODER
Count

Applications

Count
% within CATEGORY
% within CODER

Downloads

Count
% within CATEGORY
% within CODER

Gadgets

Count
% within CATEGORY
% within CODER

Technology News

Count
% within CATEGORY
% within CODER

E-maiVBBS

Count
% within CATEGORY
% within CODER

Books

Count
% within CATEGORY
% within CODER

Other

Count
% within CATEGORY
% within CODER

Total

Count
% within CATEGORY
% within CODER

a. Chi-Square=.620, df=9, p=1
count is 6.50.

Tdal

Coder 2

Coder 1
CATEGORY

a.=O cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected
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Table 2

First-level and second-level effects breakdown by Coder 1
and Coder 2

Coder 1
LEVEL

First-Level

Count
% within LEVEL
% within
CODER

Second-Level

Count
% within LEVEL
% within
CODER

Total

Count
% within LEVEL
% within
CODER

Coder 2

Total

497

969

48.7%

51 .3%

1 00 .0%

61 .6%

64.9%

63.3%

294

269

563

52.2%

47.8%

1 00.0%

38.4%

35. 1 %

36.7%

766

766

1 532

50.0%

50.0%

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

472

Chi-Square=1 .755, df=1 , p=. 1 85
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CHAPTER S

RESULTS

The analysis of Cyberscope provides an insight on how the Internet and
related technologies have been covered the last four years by a major news
publication.

Descriptive Analysis

Over the three defined time periods, the number of stories that appeared
in a single Cyberscope column ranged from one to 1 2, with the average being
5.3 stories per Cyberscope column. Although each time period contained 48
Cyberscope columns, the number of stories in each time period was not equal .
In the Pre-diffusion period , there were 273 stories or 35.8 percent of the total
number of stories of the sample (see Table 3). The minimum number of stories
that appeared in the column in this period was five and the maximum was seven .
The average was 5.8. The Diffusion period was smaller with 251 stories or 32.8
percent of the total sample. The least amount of stories contained in a single
Cyberscope column in this group was one and the maximum was six. The
average was 5.2. The Post-Diffusion period was the smallest with 242 stories or
31 .6 percent of the total sample. The minimum number of stories was one and
the maximum was 1 2. The average Cyberscope colu mn in the Post-diffusion
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Table 3

Breakdown of stories per time period .

Frequency
Valid

Percent

Pre-diffusion

273

35.6

Diffusion

251

32.8

Post-diffusion

242

31 .6

Total

766

1 00.0
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period was 5. 1 .
The number of stories per category was widespread with the majority of
the stories falling into in the Technology News, Web pages and Games
categories. Technology News led the categories with 2 1 2 stories in Cyberscope
or 27.7 percent of the total sample. The Web page category was next with 1 92
stories or 25. 1 percent. Games was third with 1 44 stories or 1 8 .8 percent of the
sample.
The frequencies drop in half to Gadgets, which appeared 76 times or 9.9
percent. Applications followed with a marking of 50 or 6.5 percent. Next was
E-maii/BBS with 28 listings or 3. 7 percent. The Other category had 25 stories.
The last three categories were Books with 22 (2.9 percent) showings, Computers
with 10 ( 1 .3 percent) stories and Downloads with only seven (0.9 percent) listings
(see Table 4).

Hypotheses

To answer many of the hypotheses, the time periods needed to be
compared to each other. However, since there was an uneven distribution of
stories per time period, T-tests could not be run. Chi-square tests were used to
test the hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1

Stories about Web pages in the Cyberscope columns will
appear more in the Diffusion period than in the Pre-diffusion and Post
diffusion periods.
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Table 4

Breakdown of categories for Cyberscope columns .

Frequency
Valid

Percent

Technology
News

212

27.7

Web page

1 92

25. 1

Games

1 44

1 8.8

Gadgets

76

9.9

Applications

50

6.5

E-maii/BBS

28

3.7

Other

25

3.3

Books

22

2.9

Computers

10

1 .3

Downloads

7

.9

766

1 00.0

Total
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A Chi-Square test (Chi-Square= 1 2.047, df=2, p=.002) showed that the
expected number of Web page stories for the Pre-diffusion period was 68.4. The
Diffusion period was 63 and the Post-diffusion period was 60.7 stories.
Comparing the actual number of Web page stories against the expected number
of Web pages stories, the residual shows there are 22.4 less stories in the Prediffusion period than what is expected to be, showing a significant difference in
distribution . The Diffusion period and Post-diffusion period are close, but do
show a small difference. The Diffusion period has 16 more stories than was
expected , while Post-diffusion has 6.3 more than estimated. Therefore,
Hypothesis 1 is supported (see Figure 1 ).
Hypothesis 2 Stories about E-maii/BBS in the Cyberscope columns will
appear more in the Pre-diffusion period than in the Diffusion and Post
diffusion periods.

This hypothesis could not be tested using Chi-Square tests because of the
distribution problems. There were 28 E-maii/BBS stories in the sample, 27 of the
stories appeared in the Pre-diffusion period . The other E-maii/BBS story was
written in the Diffusion period . Since 96.4 percent of the E-ma ii/BBS stories were
listed in the Pre-diffusion period , the hypothesis is supported .
Hypothesis 3

Stories about Downloads in the Cyberscope columns will
appear more in the Post-Diffusion period than in the Pre-diffusion and the
Diffusion periods.
There were only seven Downloads for the entire sample. In order to run a
Chi-Square, the expected count of each period had to be at least five. Therefore,
due to the small number of stories about Downloads, it was not possible to test
difference between the time periods. Three stories appeared in both the
50

A'e-diff us ion

Figure 1

Dffusion

A:lst-diff usion

Percentage of Web page stories per time period.
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Pre-diffusion and Post-diffusion periods. One story about Downloads was
marked in the Diffusion period .
Overall , Cyberscope columns will focus more on first-level
reporting than on second-level reporting.
Hypothesis .4

First-level effects was marked 472 times or 61 .6 percent of the total
sample. The coders chose second-level 294 times or 38.4 percent of the 766
stories. By running a Chi-square test (Chi-Square=41 .363, df= 1 , p<.001 ), it
shows a significance. If distributed evenly through the sample, each level should
have been marked 363 times. However, since first-level effects had a residual of
89, it is the larger of the two levels. Hypothesis 4 is supported (see Figure 2).
Hypothesis 5

Cyberscope columns will cover more second-level
reporting in the Post-diffusion period than in the Pre-diffusion and
Diffusion periods.

According to the frequencies, coverage of second-level effects is actually
reversed with the majority of the second-level stories reported in the Pre-diffusion
period . The Pre-diffusion period contained 1 39 second-level stories or 50.9
percent of all the stories in that period . Eighty-seven stories were checked for
the Diffusion group, making 34.7 percent of that period's stories. Post-diffusion
was last with only 28. 1 percent (68) of it's 242 stories falling into the second-level
category (see Figure 3). A Chi-Square (Chi-Square=30.423, df=2, p.<.00 1 ) was
ran to see what percentage of the two levels fell into each period (see Table 5).
The majority of the second-level stories fell into the Pre-diffusion period (47.3
percent), followed by the Diffusion (29.6 percent) and Post-Diffusion (23.1
percent) periods. Hypothesis 5 is not supported.
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LEVEL

• First-Level
� Second-Level
Pre-diffusion

Fig ure 3

Diffusion

Post-diffusion

The percentage of first-level and second-level effects through each
time period .
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Table 5

PHASE

Percentage of first and second-level stories by time period.

Pre-diffusion

Count
% within
PHASE
% within LEVEL

Diffusion

Count
% within
PHASE
% within LEVEL

Post-diffusion

Count
% within
PHASE
% within LEVEL

Total

Count
% within
PHASE
% within LEVEL

Total

First-Level

Second-Level

1 34

1 39

273

49. 1 %

50.9%

1 00.0%

28.4%

47.3%

35.6%

1 64

87

251

65.3%

34.7%

1 00.0%

34.7%

29.6%

32.8%

1 74

68

242

71 .9%

28. 1 %

1 00.0%

36.9%

23. 1 %

31 .6%

472

294

766

61 .6%

38.4%

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

. Chi-Sq uare=30.423, df=2, p=<.001
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Hypothesis 6

Cyberscope columns will cover more first-level reporting in
the Pre-diffusion than Diffusion and Post-diffusion periods
In the Pre-diffusion period, 1 34 or 49. 1 percent of the stories were firstlevel. The Diffusion period had 1 64 stories marked or 65.3 percent that belonged
in second-level reporting . The Post-diffusion period had 71 . 0 percent ( 1 74
stories) marked second-level (see Figure 4). The distribution of first-level effects
is opposite than what the hypothesis states. The Chi-Square (ChiSquare=30.423, df=2, 0<.001) shows that the Post-d iffusion period has 36.9
percent of all the first-level stories. The Diffusion period is next with 34.7 percent
of the stories, followed by Pre-diffusion with 28.4 percent of all the first-level
stories . Therefore, hypothesis 6 is not supported.

Research Questions
Research Question 1

What is the distribution pattern for first-level and
second-level reporting through the three periods?
Three Chi-Squares were run for the percentage of first and second-level
effects in each category during each period of time. (Pre-diffusion : Chi
Square= 1 07.596, df=9, p<.001 ; Diffusion : Chi-Square=65. 1 64, df=9, p<.00 1 ;
Post-diffusion: Chi-Square=58.302, df=8, p<.001 ) The breakdown is discussed
.

in terms of the first-level distribution . The Applications, Gadgets, Technology
News and Books categories all increased in first-level reporting from the Pred iffusion to Diffusion period, while decreasing from the Diffusion to Post-diffusion
periods. The Web page category was the only one to decrease in fi rst-level
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reporting from the Pre-diffusion period to Diffusion period before increasing in the
Post-diffusion period . Computers and Games categories first-level reporting
remained . same through the Pre-diffusion to Diffusion period . In the Postdiffusion period , Computers increased , while Games decreased . The Downloads
and Other categories moved from completely first-level reporting in one rime
period to completely second-level reporting in another. The E-maii/BBS category
decreased in first-level reporting from the Pre-diffusion to Diffusion period . There
were no listings for this category in the Post-diffusion period (see Table 6) .
Research Question 2

Which categories reflect more first-level reporting?

A Chi-Square (Chi-Square=238.588, df=9, p<.00 1 ) showed six out of the
ten categories have more first-level stories. Games had the most with 96.5
percent of the stories being first-level . Downloads was next with 85.7 percent,
followed by Gadgets with 80.3 percent. The last three categories were Web
pages (71 .4 percent), Applications (78 percent), and Computers (70 percent) .
Research Question 3 Which

reporting?

categories reflect more second-level

Four categories contained more second-level stories than first-level
stories. The Other category was first with 96 percent of its stories second-level .
The Other category had six different subjects in the 25 markings it received . The
main one was "Request for feedback" that was listed 20 times. Technology
News was next at 69.8 percent followed by Books with 68.2 percent more
second-level stories. E-maii/BBS was last at 60.7 percent (see Table 7).
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Table 6

A first and second-level effects break down for categories within
each time period.

PRE-DIFFUSIOI'I
LEVEL

CATEGORY

Web

page

First-Level

% within
CATEGORY
Computers

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Games

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Applications

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Downloads

Count

% within
CATEGORY
Gadgets

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Technology

Count

News

% within
CATEGORY

E-maiVBBS

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Books

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Other

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Total

Count
% within
CATEGORY

a. Chi-Square=1 07.596* df=9 p<.001

The minimum expected count is 1 .47

Total

14

46

69.6%

30.4%

1 00.0%

2

1

3

66.7%

33.3%

1 00.0%

32

ColD

Second-Level

41

41

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

14

5

19

73.7%

26.3%

1 00.0%

3

3

1 00.00k

1 00.0%

10

5

15

66.7%

33.3%

1 00.0%

20

n

97

20.6%

79.4%

1 00.0%

10

17

27

37.0%

63.0%

100.0%

1

4

5

20.0%

80.0%

100.0%

1

16

17

5.9%

94. 1 %

1 00.0%

1 34

1 39

273

49. 1 %

50.9%

100.0%

* 6 cells (30%) have expected count less than 5.
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Table 6

(continued).

DIFFUSION!
LEVEL
Second-Level

First-Level
CATEGORY

Web page

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Computers

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Games

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Applications

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Downloads
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25

79

68.4%

31 .6%

1 00.0%

2

1

3

66.7%

33.3%

1 00.0%

44

44

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

13

2

15

86.7%

1 3.3%

1 00.0%

1

1

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

16

3

19

84.2%

1 5.8%

1 00.0%

32

46

78

41 .0%

59.0%

1 00.0%

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Gadgets

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Technology
News

Count
% within
CATEGORY

E-maii/BBS

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Books

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Other

1

1

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

2

3

5

40.0%

60.0%

1 00.0%

6

6

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

1 64

87

251

65.3%

34.7%

1 00.0%

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Total

Count
% within
CATEGORY

a. Chi-Square=55.1 64* df=9 p<.001

Total

*1 0 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5.

The minimum expected count is .35
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Table 6

(continued).

POST-DIFFUSION!
LEVEL

CATEGORY

Web page

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Computers

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Games

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Applications

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Downloads

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Gadgets

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Technology
News

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Books

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Other

Second-Level

51

16

67

76. 1 %

23.9%

1 00.0%

3

1

4

75.0%

25.0%

1 00.0%

54

5

59

91 .5%

8.5%

1 00.0%

12

4

16

75.0%

25.0%

1 00.0%

3

3

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

35

7

42

83.3%

1 6.7%

1 00.0%

12

25

37

32.4%

67.6%

1 00.0%

4

8

12

33.3%

66.7%

1 00.0%

2

2

1 00.0%

1 00.0%

1 74

68

242

71 .9%

28. 1 %

1 00.0%

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Total

Count
% within
CATEGORY

a . Chi-Square=58.302* df=8 p<.001

Total

First-level

*8 cells have expected count less than 5. The

minimum expected count is .56.
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Table 7

Breakdown of first and second-level effects by category
overall.

ENTIRE SAMPLE

LEVEL
First-lel.lel

CATEGORY

Web page

camt
% within
CATEGORY

Computers

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Applications

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Downloads

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Gadgets

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Technology

News

E-maii/BBS

Count

% within
CATEGORY

Count
% within

CATEGORY
Books

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Other

Total

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Chi-Square=238.566* df=9 p<.001
minimlm expected count is 2.69.

"3 cells (1 5.0%)

Tctal

1 37

55

71 .4%

28.6%

1 00.00k

7

3

10

70.0%

30.0%

1 00.0%

1 39

5

1 44

96.5%

3.5%

1 00.0%

39

11

50

78.0%

22.0%

1 00.0%

1 92

7

6

85.7%

14.3%

1 00.0%

61

15

76

80.3%

19. 7%

100.00k

64

148

212

30.2%

69.8%

100.0%

11

17

28

39.3%

60.7%

100.00k

7

15

22

31.8%

68.2%

1 00.0%

24

25

4.0%

96.0%

100.0%

472

294

766

61 .6%

38.4%

1 00.0%

Count
% within
CATEGORY

Second-lellel

halle ecpected count less than 5.

The
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CHAPTER S

DISCUSS I ON

The most surprising finding of the study is the distribution of first and
second-level effects throughout the three time periods. Other research shows
that media focus on second-level effects years after a technology has been
incorporated into society (Sproull and Kiesler 1 991 , Nelkin 1 987). What this
means is that in the beginning of new technology use, the med ia report on the
·

efficiency in production rather than the social implications the technology may
cause. However, the distribution of first and second-level effects in the
Cyberscope column sample is the opposite of what was expected . That is, there
was more social commentary reporting of new technology items in the Pre
diffusion period than the other two periods. Timelines of earlier communications
technologies, age of the Internet and related technologies, new columns added
to Newsweek, and the general editorial nature of Newsweek may be
explanations for why more social effects reporting occurred more in Pre-diffusion
period .
In Chapter 3, two earlier communications technologies were discussed to
show first-level and second-level effects, the typewriter and the telephone. The
typewriter was patented in 1 868 by Sholes, Glidden , and Soule. However, the
first commercial typewriter was not placed on the market until six years later by
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Remington and Sons (Rosenburg 1 998). Mostly clergymen and writers were
expected to use this new tool (Monaco 1 988) . In the beginning , keyboards often
jammed up, delaying the production of printing-press quality letters. In 1 878, The
QWERTY keyboard was patented to resolve the problem. The QWERTY
keyboard is named for the keys that appear on the top row of the keyboard . It
was designed to space out the most common used letters in English , therefore
decreasing jams. It was after this improvement that this technology began to
move its way into businesses. Typewriters became appealing because typing
became faster than handwriting (once the skill was learned.). The average
person can write 20 words per minute (WPM) , while the average typist can type
70 WPM (Rosenberg 1 998). The rise in WPM increased paperwork, created new
positions, and allowed women to move into male-dominated clerical positions. It
needs to be noted that these social changes took over 55 years to evolve (Grolier
1 996) .
The telephone was introd uced in was 1 876 intended to replace the
telegraph in business operations (Sproull and Kiesler 1 991 ) The telephone took
.

almost 40 years to go from a single telephone in Boston to 1 1 million nationwide
(PBS 1 997). By the early 1 920s, The Bell system had began advertising the
telephone as a social must (Fischer 1 985). Telephony had an impact on society.
It reduced isolation for people living in rural areas and working parents used it as
a "babysitter" for their children.
So what do these two communications technologies have to with the
Internet and its related technologies? First, the Internet is younger than these
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technologies and it is possible that it has not been around long enough for the
social implications to surface. The idea of Internet is only 36 years old (RAND
1 997). At first, the Internet was used mostly for military purposes and networks
devoted entirely to education are less than 20 years old. Probably the most
important fact to note is that the World Wide Web section of the Internet is less
than seven years old (Kristula 1 997). The rapid growth of the Internet did not
occur until the World Wide Web section was created . One reason may be that
graphic user interfaces like Netscape Navigator made going online more
appealing to the consumer (similar to the way QWERTY keyboard made the
typewriter more appealing to the public). Today, there are an estimated 1 1
million Web sites, with 300,000 being added each week (Computerworld 1 998).
There is no indication that the growth of the Internet and the World Wide
Web is slowing down. There are an estimated 1 1 0 million people online
worldwide today (NUA 1 998). The numbers of users are supposed to increase
50 percent next year (Triwave 1 997). The technology has not even reached
"critical mass" yet (Morris and Ogan 1 996). Therefore, the Internet is still in its
beginnings. According to Product Category Life Cycle Model , an item goes
through four stages: Introduction , Growth , Maturity, and Decline (Russell and
Lane 1 990). The Internet is still in the Growth cycle because it has not leveled
off (at which point it will be in the Maturity stage) . If the chart on page 54 is
examined , one can see the reporting of first-level effects may follow the upward
curve of the Growth stage within the Product Category Life Cycle Model. The
growth of Internet Hosts (see Appendix A) also follows the Growth stage of the
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Product Category Life Cycle Model . What can be argued from this is that the
Internet and its related technologies have not been around long enough for many
second-level effects to become apparent. Sproull and Kiesler ( 1 991 ) argue that it
takes several years for social effects of a technology to emerge in society. This
usually occurs after a technology has reached a peak in use and begins to
decline.
When an item is in the Growth stage of the Product Category Life Cycle,
the demand for that item is new and there are many companies competing for
dominance of the market (Russell and Lane 1 990). There are many different
facets of the Internet where companies are competing for dominance. Microsoft
Explorer and Netscape Navigator are the two main Web browsers that are
competing for market share in the Internet graphic user interface market. There
are many Web authoring tools software, such as Go Live! Cyberstudio, Microsoft
FrontPage and Adobe PageMill that are competing for leadership in this small
area of Internet technology. With the Internet being in the beginning stage, no
one product or item has emerged as the leader in any given area of Internet
technology, therefore more and more companies products are competing for
dominance. The effect is that the majority of the stories in the Cyberscope
column are allotted to product reviews and efficiency reports.
Social effects appear more in the Pre-diffusion period than the other two.
There are two other possible reasons for this. First, the four categories of stories
that were more social commentary reporting occurred more times in the Pre
diffusion period than the other two periods (except for Books). The Other,
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Technology News, E-maii/BBS, and Books categories made up 41.7 percent of
the total 50.9 percent that were marked second-level in the Pre-diffusion period .
The Other category was mainly "Request for Feedback" stories, where the
editors of Newsweek asked readers how they were using technologies like e
mail. The readers answers were reported in E-mai i/BBS stories after the editors
had time to review (usually appeared several weeks after the originai "Request
for Feedback"). Technology News had more social commentary reporting in the
Pre-diffusion period because people were probably speculating on how new
technologies would increase social interaction, which is congruent with other
findings (Sproull and Kiesler 1 991 , Nelkin 1 987). New vocabulary was probably
reported more in the first time period because users were defining online
terminology like "spamming" and "Hamming ."
Another possible reason of the decline in social commentary reporting
through the three time periods is that Newsweek began running other sections
(though not continuously) that covered issues in technology. Millennium is a
column that examines topics like the Y2K problem and the impact of technology
in areas such as medicine and education. Technology is a column that was
created after the Cyberscope column and examines issues in more detail than its
predecessor. Both of these sections usually cover one story at a time, allowing
more room to discuss the implications of certain subjects. The Cyberscope
columns analyzed averaged 5.3 stories per column, allowing only a few
sentences to explain a topic.
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Finally, the nature of Newsweek reporting may be a reason that social
commentary reporting about technology issues declined throug h the three time
periods. Newsweek is a weekly publication that covers many facets of world
news. By being a weekly, news-oriented publication with short deadlines, it can
only report on the actual facts of a technology issue, event or item without really
expanding on the possible implications these things may have on society.
Monthly publications, such as Byte and Wired, are more technology-oriented and
have the column space and time to analyze the social impact technology.

Implications

Newsweek
The increase in technology coverage by Newsweek means one thing

-

more advertising revenue from new technology companies. Senior Editor
George Hackett states that "the more technology a magazine covers, the more
technology advertising they are likely to attract." In the July 1 3 and 20, 1 998
ed itions of Newsweek, new technology advertisements made up almost 20
percent of the total ads, including a four-page foldout from Apple Computer, Inc.
The coverage of certain technology items in Newsweek may fuel advertising
revenue from the companies that produce them. By this rationale, Newsweek
may try to report as many different technology items in the Cyberscope column in
order to attract a broader range of technology advertisers. By reporting in this
fashion, the editors of Cyberscope can give only short blurbs about items in order
to cover as many as possible.
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Readers
The impact of new technology reporting on Newsweek readers is that they
become more aware of what issues are important in new technology. Newsweek
may define the situation of an issue because the reader may not have prior
knowledge of the subject matter. Some researchers agree that the media may
define the reality of a subject to its audience (Sig norielli and Morgan 1 990; White
1 998). The Cyberscope column focuses more on the efficiency of technology
items. Therefore, the readers of the column are only being informed about the
uses of the item, not the social implication the item may create. The press can
lay groundwork for where industry invests its money· (Nelkin 1 987). What
Newsweek covers may influence where Corporate America wants to invest its
ventu re capital .

Internet Service Providers
There are 4,500 Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in the United States. It
costs on average $5,000 to become a new ISP (Pang 1 997). It is predicted that,
in the short term, the number of ISPs will increase due to demand (Berst 1 997) .
Companies may invest in an ISP because of the low start-up cost and the high
demand for Internet access. Once the Internet moves from the Growth stage to
the Maturity stage in the Product Life Cycle and demand decreases, there will
most likely be a consolidation of many of the providers. According to Forrester
Research , telephone companies, cable companies and mega-ISPs (like America
Online) will gobble local providers up because they will have developed the
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strongest network background (Berst 1 997). If this is the case, ISPs may follow
the same life cycle as many small-town newspapers. Large publishing
companies began buying smaller newspapers to cut production costs and to gain
majority of the market share in given areas (Alexander et al. 1 993).
Web pages that are reported in the Cyberscope column can increase the
number of hits on the reported Web site. One example is the download movie
"Troops," that was mentioned in Cyberscope earlier in 1 998. "The Force" Web
site (the site where the film short could be downloaded) had a 500 percent
increase in hits after the URL was reported in the Cyberscope column
(TheForce.Net 1 998) . What this means for ISPs that hosts reported Web sites is
the majority of the bandwidth available may shift from a normal distribution for all
the other Web sites hosted by the ISP to the one particular reported Web site.
The ISP is overwhelmed with increased traffic to one particular Web page,
causing requests to other hosted sites to be slowed down or even ignored .
Businesses who have Web sites on the ISP may become annoyed that their
customers cannot log onto their Web site, resulting in the company locating to
another ISP.

Communication Theories
One implication of the rise of the I nternet and related technologies is the
on the role of gate keeping. Typically, these roles were limited to newspaper
editors, radio and television producers. With this technology, anyone (in theory)
can place any information on any issue on the I nternet or World Wide Web and
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make people take notice of their information. An example is Matt Drudge, an
online gossip columnist, who in early 1998 broke the Monica Lewinsky-Bill
Clinton liaison story by working his phone and personal computer from his Los
Angeles apartment (Johnson 1998). The almost instant publication of material is
an issue that has not been available with other forms of media. Newspapers,
radios and television, for the most part, have always had set times for information
to be released to the public. The newspaper in the next-day edition , radio with
news every 30 minutes, and television with the evening news. The Web,
however, is continuously being updated. This creates an even g reater loss of
control due to the "If we don•t publish it, someone else will" mentality of the
media. This may cause news organizations like ABC and CNN to publish
breaking news on their Web sites thoroughly investigating the matter.
Once a critical mass has been reached with Internet connections, it may
be possible that the agenda building of the media - the process of putting an
issue on the public•s agenda -- may shorten in length. The reasoning for this is
that, theoretically, the public does not have to wait for the med ia to report their
story to others, they can do it themselves.

Suggestions for Further Research

One suggestion for further research is to examine more closely the
distribution of the categories over the three time periods. Web pages, Games,
Gadgets, and Books are the only categories that increase in number during the
three time periods. Is it because these categories are still new and are not out71

dated like the E-maii/BBS category appears to be? It wou ld be interesting to do
the same study on another magazine that has a similar technology section (for
instance, Time has one) or look at a more technology-oriented magazine like
Byte or Wired to compare findings.
Another suggestion for future study wou ld be to investigate why the
second-level stories were found more in the earlier periods of the study.
Examining all of the social commentary stories in this sample and noting the
characteristics of each could be a study. Examining of Cyberscope in the future
may show the increase in social effects as discussed earlier in this chapter.
Investigating product stories in Cyberscope and the correlation with
product manufacturer's placement of advertising in Newsweek is another
research idea.

Problems and Limitations

One problem of this study is the difficulty in defining first and second-level
effects. Even thoug h the researcher stated rules as clearly as possible for
coding the two levels, it is by nature, hard to measure (Maryama 1 963; Sproull
and Kiesler 1 99 1 ). Therefore, results found in this study provide an insight to the
recording of first and second-level effects of technology in a major news medi um,
not a concrete explanation .
Another problem i s that the coders used photocopies of Cyberscope
articles. A few columns did not copy well due to the color of the original page.
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The researcher bought magnifying glasses for the coders to read the more
difficult copies.
Finally, the sample itself is a limitation. Newsweek is a weekly, news
oriented magazine that cannot go in-depth about technology issues. The type of
technology coverage will be different in more specialized magazines like Wired
and Byte. Though only Newsweek was being used to gain an insight on how
media cover technology, previous studies outline that all media tend to cover the
same topics (Crouse 1 973; Sabato 1 99 1 )

.
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Appendix B
The Spread of Issues through Popular Med ia
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'"The Oil Spot'" Model2
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Appendix C
Rules Sheet
First, I would like to thank you both for assisting me in my research . What
this sheet will explain is the method for the coding process of the Cyberscope
articles. The sections are divided into: what is a story; what are the Categories,
what are First and Second-Level Effects, what to do if you are unsure, and how
to use the code sheet.

What

is a Story?
Within each Cyberscope appear several articles or "stories" that appear.

They usually range from five to seven in number for each Cyberscope, however
some may have more and some may have less. The story can be defined as:
Story A section that appears within the Cyberscope that has a headline
with a small horizontal line underneath .
-

The researcher will numbered the stories so there is no confusion to which story
is which . When choosing a category for each , let the primary focus determine
your choice. The primary focus can be defined as:
Primary Focus - What the main point of each story is. Should be able to
be determined within the first few sentences.
What are

the Categories?

Ten categories have been created to classify each of the stories. When
choosing a category, pick the one that best summarizes the primary focus of the
story. Please choose only one. The categories are as followed .
Web page

-

This category is to be chosen when the primary focus the story is to

discuss a Web URL. The page itself can deal with any subject matter, however
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the address for the page must be listed with the story (ex. http://www. cnn .com).
Some of the stories may focus on a certain topic (cooking, movies, sports, etc.)
and may list more than one URL. Again , the URL(s) must be listed . Price quotes
are not listed .
Computers

-

This category is to be chosen when the primary focus of the story

is on a traditional computer system. The traditional system can be defined as an
Apple or PC computer system that includes the Central Processing Unit (CPU) .
a) An example of a traditional computer system is an Apple Macintosh and the
IBM PS/2 Valuepoint personal computer.

The computer can be a laptop,

desktop or a large mainframe computer.
b) Any item that belongs inside the computer that are required for the system to
run will qualify. Examples of this are a new processor chip, RAM chips, etc.
Hand held computers like Casio's PalmPilot, traditional calculators and gaming
systems, such as Nintendo and Sega Genesis do not fall in this category.
More than likely, a picture of the system (i.e. monitor, CPU, and keyboard) will
accompany the story. A price quote of the system and/or a vendor name/contact
phone number will be listed within the story.
Books

-

This category is to be chosen when the primary focus of the story is on

a published book or magazine. The book/magazine can be on any topic. More
than likely, a photograph of the book/magazine will accompany the story.
"Webzines" - magazines that are published on the World Wide Web - do not
belong in this category. They would belong in the Web page category because
of the primary focus on a URL.
Games

--

This category is to be chosen when the primary focus of the story is on

a game. A game can either be in CD-ROM form or on floppy disks, it cannot be
down loaded. A game that goes with a gaming system, such as Nintendo or Sega
Genesis will fall into this category.

A game is usually a prog ram that a person
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plays for enjoyment and places the player in unique situation with a task to carry
out (i.e. archaeologist searching for a lost city of gold ; a spy on ship searching for
a bomb; an X-Wing fighter pilot that must destroy the Death Star; etc.). However,
there are other programs that are not necessarily . actual games, but whose
primary focus is enjoyment and therefore, falls into this category. Examples of
this would be: an interactive guide to the Beatles Anthology, An interactive look
at the medieval castles of Europe, Siskel and Ebert's guide to the 1 00 best
movies, etc. Most of the time a price quote and/or vendor contact phone number
will be listed within the story.
Applications

-

This category is chosen when the primary focus of the story is on

applications. Applications are programs, either on CD-ROM or Floppy Disks, that
assist one in learning a particular subject (such as "How to learn French" or
''Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor'') or assist one in managing certain items or making
one more productive (such as "Quicken," "Microsoft Office Suite," "Lotus Notes,"
or 'Word Perfect." Any operating systems (Window 95, Windows NT, Mac/OS ,
OS/2 , etc.) discussed belong in this category.

Any program that can be

downloaded for free does not fall into this category. H owever, if you have to pay
for it when downloading , this mark this category.
Downloads -- This category is chosen when the primary focus of the story is on
downloads. A download can be defined as anything that can be downloaded
onto one's computer by clicking on a link provided by a given U RL.

The

download may take the form of a game, a screensaver, or an application. The
story must list what the download is and the URL where it can be accessed .
Examples included ReaiPiayer, QuickTime movie player, and a Mickey Mouse
screensaver. Must be downloaded for free.
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Gadgets - This category is to be chosen when the primary focus of the story is
one various gadgets from the hi-tech industry. There are several definitions for
gadgets:
a) Anything that can complement a computer system (joysticks, keyboards,
speakers, etc.)
b) Any equipment that is not a traditional computer, but is hi-tech (cell phones,
pagers, cable boxes, watches, televisions, radios, cameras, gaming systems,
etc.)
c) Any novelty item that has been inspired by technology that is not a CD-ROM
or piece of software. Examples would i nclude a bumbersticker, a doll, a piece
of clothing , etc.
Most of the time, a price quote and/or vendor contact name and n umber will be
included .
Technology News - This category is to be chosen when the primary focus is on
technology news. Technology News can be defined as any story that focuses on
events, statistics, and people of the hi-tech i ndustry.

Examples are the first

Annual Cyberscope meeting , the number of people surfing the Web, or the
changing of C EO's within Intel , Inc.
E-maii/BBS -- This category is to be chosen when the primary focus of the story
is on E-mails or Bulletin Board Services (BBS). E-mails can be defined as an
address for sending a message to a person, organization, or business over the
Internet. There has to be an "@" symbol within the address to be categorized as
an e-mail. An example of an e-mail is: asduncan@utkux.utcc.utk.edu. Stories
that focus on messages within e-mails will fall into this category. Note: an e-mail
address must be listed in the story to qualify for this category.
BBS's are addresses for groups to post information to one another. When
logging on to a BBS, one can see all of the messages . posted by other
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"members" as well as post a note themselves. A BBS address will always begin
with the prefix "alt." Note: the BBS address must be listed in the story.
Other

-

Any story that does not fall into the other predetermined categories

belong in this one.

Under each "Other'' section will be a blank that can be

completed with what the story deals with.

Please write a brief sentence

. summarizing what the story is talking about.
What are First and Second-Level Effects?
A two-level perspective emphasizes that technologies have both first and
second-level effects. First-level effects tend to deal with the efficiency caused by
a new technology. Second-level effects are changes that have a social impact.
First-Level Effects
What the item is supposed to be/is used for.
Usually, this is very easy to define. ''This program will do . . . " or "go to this
Web page to see . . . " are examples of First-level effects.
-

Second-Level Effects - Not directly related to what the items intended
use is for. Anything has been derived from technology that defines a
social role. Examples are:
a) New vocabulary or vocabulary meaning , or phrases (spammed , Information
Highway, flammed , get wired , firewalls, cyberspace, Nethead , etc.).
b) Anything people had added to items that express themselves. Examples are:
signature files - what people sign an e-mail with , may include a picture drawn
with symbols or quotes from their favorite poet. Emoticons - symbols people
use to create a side-ways face to show feelings in e-mails

[:-( = sad , :-).=

happy]. Other items like abbreviations that would not make sense outside of an
e-mail or chat room are included (i.e. LOL = laugh out loud , TIA

=

thanks in

advance, etc.).
c) Job titles or descriptions that did not previously exist are also a second-level
effect. Titles like Webmaster and e-commerce manager are two examples.
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d) Events or issues that have been created by technology. Examples include the
first annua l convention of cyber managers, censorship on the Internet, and
whether or not spamming should be made illegal .
e) Things created that play on the novelty of the technology. Examples include
jokes about a technology, a toy such as a Barbie doll sitting at computer, or a
piece of clothing, such as a tie with Web addresses all over it.
f) Any prediction that are made about how something will be in the future or the
impact something may have on society.
What if you are unsure?
You will probably come across some stories that you think may fall into more
than one category. Here are some basic rules to help you in your decision .
Categories
Web Page

-

to determine whether a story belongs in the Web page category,

follow these steps:
1 ) Does the story list a URL (i.e. http://cnn.com)? If yes, continue. If no, the
story belongs to another category.
2) Is the URL listed within the first sentence? If yes, this is the right category. If
no, continue.
3) If the URL is near the end of the story, but the preceding paragraph(s) outline
what can be found at the site, then mark the Web Page category on the code

sheet.
4) If certain a subject is discussed (i.e. movies, cooking , etc.) and various URL's
are listed for that topic, then mark this category.
5) If a person is listing their favorite Web pages, then mark this category.
NOTE: The address for the Web page must be listed in the story to qualify for
this category
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Computers

-

To determine whether a story belongs i n the Computers category,

please follow these steps:
1 ) Does a photograph of a traditional computer system accompany the story? If
yes, more than likely, this is the right category. If no, continue .
2) Does the story contain any big name computer makers, such as Apple,
Compaq, Packard Bell, Hewlett Packard , Intel, or I BM? If so, continue.
3) Does the story contain any phrases like "new product release," "computer?" If
yes, mark this category.
4) Does the story list anything about speeds of computers, such as 266 MHz, or
names of computers, such as the Newton. If yes, mark this category.
5) Does the story list a price and/or vendor name/contact number? If yes, mark
this category.
Games - To determine whether a story belongs in the Games category, please
follow these steps:
1 ) If the story contains the word "game" and the word "CD-ROM," mark this
category.
2) If the story has the word "game," but states the one must go to a Web page or
telnet to a site to play it, DO NOT mark this category. It will belong under
Downloads.
3) If the story lists a price quote and/or a vendor name/contact number, mark
this category.
4) If there is a picture of a scene from the game or a picture of the actual game
distribution box, then mark this category.
5) If the CD-ROM is a children's ed ucational program, mark this category since
most have games within the program.
6) If the CD-ROM is for enjoyment, but not necessarily a game, choose this
category.

Examples are The Who's interactive ''Tommy" CD-ROM, James

Bond's interactive dossier CD-ROM.
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Applications - To determine whether a story belongs in the Applications
category, please follow these steps:
1 ) If the story focuses on a "learning" CD-ROM for adults or adolescents, then
mark this category.

If it is for children , then mark the Games category.

Examples for adults include "How to learn French" and "Mavis Bacon's Typing
Tutor."
2) If the story has the word "application" and "CD-ROM," then mark this
category.
·

3) If the story focuses on a CD-ROM program that allows someone to be more
productive, then mark this category.

Examples include Microsoft Office,

Quicken, Lotus Notes, WordPerfect, Adobe Premiere, Adobe PhotoShop, and
Sound Forge.
4) If the application or programs can be downloaded for free to use, DO NOT
mark this category. It will belong under Downloads. However, if you have to
download and pay for it, still mark the Applications category.
5) If the program is an online service without a given URL, then mark this
category. Examples are American Online, The Microsoft Network, and
CompuServe.
6) CO-ROMs that are dictionaries and encyclopedias belong in this category.
7) The product will list a price and/or vendor name and/or contact number.
8) CD-ROMS will either be applications or games.
9) If the word "tool" and CD-ROM appear in the same story, it is most likely an
application.
Downloads - To determine whether a story belongs in the Downloads category,
please follow these steps:
1 ) If the story states the word "download" and/or a URL where the download can
be found, mark this category.
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2) If the story discusses an application or game and the U RL where it can be
downloaded for free, mark this category. Most of the time, the word "free" will
be a clear indicator.

Examples include ReaiPiayer movies or audio files,

Quicklime movies, and some screensavers.
3) Must be shareware or free.
4) The story must focus on one particular download for each given U RL (if it lists
two downloads, then it must list two separate U RLs) to be marked in this
category. NOTE: If there is more than one download listed, BUT only one
U RL, then the category falls into Web page, not Downloads.
Gadgets

-

To determine whether a story belongs in the Gadgets category,

please follow these steps:
1 ) If the story focuses on computer accessories (items that are not vital to the
actual operation of the CPU of the computer).

Examples are joysticks,

keyboards, multimedia speakers, mice, Zip and Jazz d rives, and monitors.
Though it would seem that keyboards, mice, monitors are vital to a computer,
the ones discussed in Cyberscope are more hi-tech accessories than basic
hardware.
2) If the story focuses on a part of the computer than the system cannot function
without, then the story goes under the Computer category.

Items included

are processor chips, hard drives, RAM chips, CD-ROM d rives, and floppy disk
drives. An easy way to think about this is that any item that goes inside the
actual computer will fall under the Computer category (the only exception are
modems. They may be external, BUT are classified under "Computers").
3) If the story focuses on any piece of equipment that is not a traditional
computer (see the Computer category listed above), but is hi-tech , then mark
this category.

Examples are cell phones, pagers, watches, televisions,

radios, cameras, and gaming systems.
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4) If the story focuses on a novelty item (that is not a CD-ROM or program) that
has been inspired by the hi-tech industry, then mark this category. Examples
would include a bumbersticker, a doll, a piece clothing or baggage
5) Most of the time a price quote and/or vendor name/contact number will be
listed in the story.
6) The story may focus on a gadget that is not ready-for-sale yet.

This is

determined by phrases like "prototype," "demo, "beta," "plans to introduce,
"sometime next year," etc.
Technology News - To determine whether a story belongs in the Technology
News category, please follow these steps:
1 ) If a story focuses on basic events, statistics, careers, people of the hi-tech
industry, then mark this category.
2) The story will not include any price quotes or URLs ..
3) The story will not focus on any particular product, though it may focus on a
particular person or company.
4) If the story's main focus is on a particular place or event and states that
promotional items like Web pages or CO-ROMs are "in the works", still mark
this category.

However, if an actual Web U RL and CD-ROM are both

discussed , apply the rules from the Web Page and Games Categories to
determine which one is the best choice.
5) Any stories that focus on new jobs (Webmasters) or new vocabulary
(spammed, flammed).
6) If the story does not give the reader the information on obtaining the product
or Web page, it would belong under Technology News.
7) If a story focuses on ''top items used . . . " it belongs in Technology News, if
presented in a general information way. However, if it is comparing items (i.e.
word processors) it would belong under Applications.
8) Jokes belong under Technology News.
9) Trends belong under Technology News
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E-Maii/BBS - To determine whether a story belongs in the E-Maii/BBS category,
please follow these steps:
1 ) If the story lists an actual e-mail address (i.e. asduncan@utkux.utcc.utk.edu), then
mark this category.
2) Any stories that focus on "keyboard" communication - like emoticons :-) I'm
smiling.
3) Any story that focuses on Keyboard shortcuts like ROFL (rolling on the floor
laughing), AFJ (April Fool's Joke) TIA (Thanks in advance).
4) If the story actually lists a BBS (i.e. alt.melrose -place) , then mark this
category.
5) If the story focuses on signature files - using symbols to form a picture of
some kind to attach to the bottom of your e-mail.
6) NOTE: this will ·mostly appear in the earlier Cyberscope columns.
7) Listserv's and Chat room belong in this category.
Books
1 ) If a story focuses on a hardbound book or magazine, then mark this category.
2) If the story focuses on an online magazine or book, then it belongs under
Web pages (will be easy to determine by the URL given).
3) Will usually be accompanied by a picture of the book jacket or magazine
cover.
Other - To determine whether a story belongs in the Other category, please
follow these steps:
1 ) If the story cannot fit in any other of the categories, then mark this.
2) However, do not choose this because you cannot decide between two other
categories.
3) "Request for Feedback" goes under here and is second-level.
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First and Second-Level Effects
First-Level Effects - To determine whether a story belongs in first-level effects,
please follow these· steps:
1 ) If the story states specifically what the item is or does, then choose this.
2) If the story is providing basic information about an item, but no pred ictions,
then mark this.
3) If phrases like "this application will do . . . " and "log onto this Web page to
view . . . " appear in the story, then mark this.
4) "How to" books belong in first-level .
5) Stories that just report fact of an item and do not say anything about the
social implications belong in first-level.
6) Upgrades/improvements/sequels to applications and games are first-level .
7) Evaluation of software/games are first-level if the comments are in a "critique"
format.
Second-Level Effects - To determine whether a story belongs in second-level
effects, please follow these steps:
1 ) If the story focuses on any novelty items (see the definition under the
Gadgets category), then mark this.
2) If the story focuses on new lingo, vocabulary or phrases, then mark th is.
3) If the story focuses on expression items like Keyboard communication (see
the e-mail category) or signature files, then mark this.
4) If a book discusses the implications of hi-tech or predictions about the future,
then mark this.
5) If the story focuses on prediction or "how things will be in the year . . . ," then
mark this.
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6) If the story focuses on issues or events raised or created by hi-tech , them
mark this category (examples are Internet censorship, various meetings and
conventions, making spamming illegal , etc.)
7) Second-level effects are items that are "spin-offs" from technology. Imply a
cu ltural phenomenon .
8) If the story discusses social implications of an item through editorial comment
of Newsweek's editors, then it is Second-Level.
9) Books that discuss h istory or implications of technology are second-level.
1 0) H umor and jokes inspired by technology belong in second-level. However,
jokes that have existed for years belong in first-level (i.e. lawyer jokes, Yo'
Mama jokes, etc.)
1 1 )Web sites that are a satire of current events or of popular personalities belong
in second-level (Social commentary culture-based .)
How to use the Code Sheet

Please read through this rule sheet several times before examining the
Cyberscope columns. Once started , please refer to this sheet for any questions
that may arise. Examine each Cyberscope carefully, taking time to read each
story.
When beginning with the code sheet, be sure to put your initials and the
Cyberscope date on the page. A space has been provided on each page of the
code sheet.
·

Each story has been numbered according ly on the Cyberscope columns.

Please answer the question that corresponds to each story on the code sheet. If
more space is needed than what is provided on the code sheet, please write on
an attached piece of paper.
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Appendix D
Code Sheet

Code Sheet
____

Initials

1 ) Wh• is 1he eucl dlle (lllalthldaylyar) of this Cybencope?

Plcuc answa- the following �s for eKh �· The number will llllCI
lr
IpDIKi to the .aory number
on adt Cybencope. NOTE: IF MORE STORIES OCCUR. ANSWER THE TWO QUESTIONS FOR

3)

EACHADDmONAL SIVRY ON A SEPARA TE. A1TACHED PIECE OF PAPER..

Ia) Wh;d, Cdegory (u outlined in the rules
sheet). best applies? Please nwk only one.

Ja) Whidt catesorY (as ootlined in the rules
shed). besl applies? Please nwk only one.

_Wd> JIIIle
l
_Compua.s
_o.ncs
_ApplQtiGis

_Wd> JIIIlel

_

_

Compu��en

o.ma

_
_

_ApplialliGns

Down'-15

Downloeds

1b) What leYel docs this stay focus on? Please

m.k mly one.

_Fint-Lewl

_Secuu�Level

la) Which C81egory (.. outlined in 1he rules
sheet), besl applies? Please m.k only one.

WdJ paJ!e
Com-puters

_
__

Games

=Applialiau
Downloeds

_

Gedpb

_

_TedulolacY News
E-maiVBBS

-Books
_OIIHr

lb) Wh81 level docs this olory f""'-"' on? Please
mn onlyone.

First left!

_

-

<Jadec:ls
_T� News
E-m8iJIBBS
-Beds
()lha_

Jb) Whlll leYel docs this sory focus on? Please
....-It only one.
Second-Level

_

Which category (as ootlincd ill the rules
shed), best •pplies? Please ....-It only one.
4a)

_WdJ .-ge
_Ccmpuliln

Games

ApplialliGis

-Downlollds

Cladgcts

_

_Technology News

- E-maiVBBS
Boob
-()lha-

4b) Whu level docs tins story focus on? Please
mlrk only one.
_Fint-Lewl
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Appendix D
(Continued)

511) Which CMegOry (a oualincd in the rules
sheet), best applies? Plc:ac mark mly one.
_Web page
Computers
Games
Applialicns
Downloads

_Oidpa
TechnoiGtD' News
E�IIBBS
-Bocks
()tba-

_

Sb) What level
mark only one.

_

does

this story focus on? Please
_Sccacia Level

8a) Which category {a outlined in the rules
!lleet), best applies? Pleue mll'k only one.
Web page

o.dpls

Tednllclgy News

_

_

ClllllplltCrS

E-maii/BBS
Books
Olher

_

Games
Applications
_Down'-Is

-

8b) Whal level does this story focus m?
mark mly me.
_First-Level

6.)

911)

_Web paae
Compuan
Gimes
-Applications
_Downloads

_Web page
_Computers
o.mes
_Applications
_Downlu.ds

Which category (a outlined in the rules
sheet), best applies? Please mark only one.

_

6b) What level does this story focus on?
mark only one.

Please

Second-Level

_Fint-Level

_

7a) Which category (a outlined in the
sheet), best applies? Please mark only me.
_Web page
Compuan
G.nes
_Applications

_

Downloads

7b) What le.o:l
mark only ooe.
Firsl-le\'el

does

rules

_Gadgets
_ Technology News
E-maiVBBS
-�
_Other

this slory focus

Please

on? Please

-Second-Level

Which category (a outlined in the rules
sheet), best applies? Please mark only one.

9b) What le.o:l
mark only one.

does

_Gadgets
_Technology News
E-maiVBBS
Books
Other

this story focus 011 ?

_First-L.evel

Please

_Second-level

lOa) Wbicb category (a outlined in the rules
sheet). best applies? Please mark only one.
_Web page

_Computers
o.mes
--Applications
_Downloads

_Gadgds
_Tcdmology News
_E-llllli VBBS
Books
-Other

lOb) What level does this story focus

Please m.-i< mly me.

_Fir51-l.evel

m?

-�d-level
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Appendix E
An Example of a Cyberscope Column

lil

\I •J

J r� ·

I

: I) � I)

.,

,

, .. J J

1) i) l: .
•

• •

S O FT W A R E

SCI ENCH

Saving
Grace

Helping
Hands

A LADDINPLASHBACX
..Cl..(S89.96;800-7S28881) im't David Bowie's

-

USP:ICTINC YOU'vE

S !lOt carpallunnel syn

drome is ll8d enough.

latest sllge penona. It's
sol\ware that lnlcks up to
Q99 _.on
.; softhe53me
document. Wantyour

Currently available diag

nostic tOlls can be both
painful and expensive. A

new device could change
that. NeuroMotrlx, In
Cambridge. Mus bas
foqoae the pim-aoci
needleo mechocl aDd.-.

lint draft back? No pmb.
FlasbBaclt can renieve
what yo<lve dooe- and

.•

ated aMybor wriJibeDd
with llellJOn tbattradt
bow Cut an eleclrial sig
llll travebalongneM�S.
'I11e testwan'tburt. Too
badtbeoamemaynot be
true oftbe diogxwais.
BARGAINS

Spreading
the Word

r"'J"'ALX. ABOUT A GOOD
J. deal. Or wrile about
il wi1h FreeSpeech 98, a

139 voiat-rec:ognition
program by Philips

(www.r.-p..cb98
.com). Llkeitsmmecool-

donoo-. andovor.

HiJIOJyofSciCDceWeb sitc
(www.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de aud
mimrred at www.imas.fi.it). Renarcb coonliDaJor Joel- Schneider admit& the point was to keep
Europou iDidtutes ue movlnc
, 1011111 bodies stOJ. "It's SIX"i for tbe
Galili!oialocybenpace. '111reehlllt' origioals at E1oreru:o's Netioaal Liclred (l8lleS ofblo tiDieS on the mebraly. And for $111donts who ean
· IIIUdylhem without let.vlnghome."
Cllland al"bodlea inmotiou areon
the Max Planck Xnstltute lOr the
And yet they might want to.

A5
YI!TrrNOYBS."

mutterecl lllle rthe
CXIIInleCI him Into
tlW &rth WllA
lhe Cllller olthecosmos. Now three

ly competitors, Free
Speech 98 oocurately

translates speech into

text and lets usera navi·
gate Wtndowo with sim
ple voice command.
instead ofwith a mouse.
Out ofthe box. the pro
IIJlUD has a 2TO.ooo

word vocabulary and

can becurtomiz.ed to rec

ognize64.000 more. To
gel talking. you'D need a
microphone. a sound
c:.ml equivalent to a
Sound Blaster ond
something to say.

.AJOUnddftl�
v.n.. rw:opt
tionfar139

10

N & ws wa u:

j

JU LY ' 3· 1 9 9 8

Now tbe walllcr in oil of
ua can ·undo in perpetu
ity. Since FlashBed<
record&anlychanges. not
an mrtire 61e. it'snot too
tough an di5lc spocc.
lliDe iO file .U those

..

strange ch-clt-duulgcs.

T E C H N O LO G Y

· Making Scents

"'(;'' K ?DPUUEIUXS, DEVELOPJNC AN
.I' ""qulslte amma ha!l become a

high-tech punuit. To c:aplllrtl nature's
most .Uurint! smeDs, Paris's Gmaodan
Roure sendJ scent huntms to the rain
forest equipped with ib Zenitb Trap.
a hlcb-t>owered scent collector. Based
on ........h into the Euglossinc bee's
highly attuned senses. the Trap use• a buudle of c:apiUary� tubes. each
coated with polymen that can absorb a range of smells. A pump attached to tbe
fake nose dnow. out the moleculea that make up the scent. collectiog the whole
ol.IDctory spectrum within minute.•. And for those elusive but enticing fra
granoes. an exlmldable rod aH.d>ed to the Trap allows acecss to hanl·te>-reaclt
tlowcrs at the end ofbmnches in the rain forest's dense canopy. Sampled scents
are then bottled and returned to the lab, where they're analyzed and recon
structed by "fragrance ocientisb.•

A.aLYM Tolll•l CASt�:<t. lht.L Vounovu.u ••4 B•TH KwoN

...

�-�����:�f�;>��-u.�

a.r..Qnl
n l fi.OJ!t 1'01 ('\,"\.WI I'K'n!1r.D. G

KJnt!.a ..,,UTC\'-IIU
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VITA

Allen Scott Duncan was born in Raleigh, North Carolina on February 25,
1 971 . For the first five years of his life, Scott lived in California, Germany and
North Dakota while his father completed his service with the United States Air
Force. H is family moved back to North Carolina in 1 977, settling in Goldsboro.
There, Scott attended Rosewood Elementary and High School.
In August of 1 989, Scott enrolled at the University of North Carolina at
Wilmington, earning a Bachelor of Arts degree in Communications in 1 993.
After some post-graduation traveling, he moved to Raleigh, N.C., where he
worked in sales and nonprofit public relations for two years.
Scott started the Master's program at The University of Tennessee,
Knoxville in the Fall of 1 996.
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